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Sammanfattning 

Vägverket och Energimyndigheten har ombett AVL MTC att undersöka metoder 
för att mäta och simulera bränsleförbrukning och utsläpp för tunga fordon 
uttryckt i gram per kilometer (avstånds specifikt) 

AVL MTC publicerade år 2000 en rapport som visade en mycket god korrelation 
mellan statiska motor körcykler körda på motordynamometer och som sedan 
simuleras på en chassidynamometer för tunga fordon [15]. Rapporten visade 
även att korrelationen mellan en transientakörcykler som körts både på 
motordynamometer och sedan simuleras på en chassidynamometer inte var 
lika god. Tester som utförs på en motordynamometer är mycket mer direkt 
verkande på testobjektet. När motorn är monterad i ett fordon som sedan 
testats på en chassidynamometer kommer den att fungera som ett mer 
dynamiskt system, tackvare exempelvis påverkan av drivlinan tillsammans med 
växellåda och däck. Även tester på väg som utförts på AVL MTC visar att vissa 
tunga motorer förbrukar mer bränsle och släpper ut mer emissioner när de är 
monterad i tunga fordon, som körs under verkliga körförhållanden, jämfört med 
motorns certifieringsprovningsresultat. De körförhållanden och varvtal/last 
punkter som motorn utsättas för, är mycket olika mellan motorcertifierings-
körcykeln och körning som utförs på väg. 

Från dessa resultat kan det konstateras att bränsleförbrukning och utsläpp från 
motorer som körts i motordynamometer under certifieringstest inte alltid 
överensstämmer med resultat från chassidynamometer eller verkliga test 
körningar med onbordmätningssystem. Det blir särskilt förvirrande när motor 
certifieringen, uttrycker bränsleförbrukning och utsläpp i g/kWh. För användaren 
är det svårt att utvärdera dessa siffror och det borde vara mycket lättare att 
utvärdera siffror uttryckta i g/km. Att deklarera bränsleförbrukning i g/km (eller 
liter/10km) för alla kombinationer av tunga fordon med olika motorer, drivlinor, 
utväxling, chassi och antal däck skulle vara mycket kostsamt och tidskrävande. 
Att säkerställa att de deklarerade siffrorna för utsläpp och bränsleförbrukning 
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uttryckt i g/km verkligen motsvarar de verkliga tunga fordonet borde göras 
antingen genom tester på chassidynamometer eller simuleringar av helfordon. 
Dessa metoder för att deklarera bränsleförbrukning i g/km har visat sig vara 
både noggranna och beroende på körcykel överensstämmer även siffrorna väl 
med tester av fordon på väg.  

I Japan finns ett simuleringsverktyg som används för att deklarera 
avståndsspecifik bränsleförbrukning för fordon med en bruttovikt över 3500 kg, 
som kallas Japanese Fuel Consumption Model (JFCM) [17] [19]. Detta verktyg 
är något begränsat för den europeiska marknaden, särskilt när det gäller de 
fördefinierade fordonskategorier och körcykler som finns i programmet. Därför 
har AVL MTC vidareutvecklat detta verktyg för att passa den svenska och 
europeiska marknaden.  

Detta förbättrade verktyg visar en avvikelse på bränsleförbruknings siffrorna på 
låga 1,3% för tester som utförs på AVL MTC testlaboratorium. Programmet har 
även en modul för emissions simulering men på grund av avsaknaden av väl 
validerade mappar för emissioner har ingen validering av programmets 
emissions modul kunnat göras. Det nya simuleringsverktyget kan simulera 
nästintill alla tunga fordon på marknaden så länge rätt indataparametrarna 
tillhandahålls.  

En av de parametrar som är svårast att ta fram för simuleringen av fordonet är 
fordonets färdmotstånd (vägmotståndet). Färdmotståndet kan beräknas med 
hjälp av utrullnings försök på helfordon. Utrullnings försök ger både 
rullmotståndskraft och luftmotståndskraft (som är fordonshastighets beroende). 
Man kan anta värden för fordonets motståndskrafter men skall en noggrann 
simulering av verkliga fordonet göras måste ett utrullnings försök test göras. I 
detta projekt användes fyra olika tunga bussar för utrullnings tester. Efter 
utrullningstesterna kördes ett av dessa fordon på AVL MTC tunga 
chassidynamometer, för att få valideringsdata till det modifierade 
simuleringsverktyget, JFCM. 20 chassidynamometertester gjordes där följande 
parametrar har ändrats: väglastkurva, fordonsvikt, luftmotstånd, förare och 
körcykel. Följande kunde ses från testerna: 

� Ett linjärt förhållande mellan fordonets testvikt och dess 
bränsleförbrukning (liter/10km) kan ses.  

� Förarbeteende kan ge upp till 20 % skillnader i bränsleförbrukningen.  
� Beroende på körcykeln kan bränsleförbrukningen för ett specifikt fordon 

ändras från 33,2 liter/100km till 101,9 liter/100km, detta när alla 
omgivningsparametrar hålls konstant.  

� Minskat luftmotstånd leder till minskad bränsleförbrukning. När 
luftmotståndet minskar med cirka 50 % kan i vissa fall också 
bränsleförbrukningen minskas upp till nästan 50%. Ytterligare reduktion 
över 50% av luftmotståndet gör inte någon större inverkan på 
bränsleförbrukningen.  

Rapporten visar att ett korrekt sätt att deklarera avståndsspecifika 
bränsleförbrukning för tunga fordon skulle verkligen underlätta förståelsen för 
användaren/köparen av fordonen. Även fordonets utsläpp (emissioner) borde 
deklareras i avståndsspecifika siffror för att underlätta förståelsen. 
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Abstract 
The Swedish Road Administration and Swedish Energy Agency have 
commissioned AVL MTC to investigate methods for measuring and simulating 
distance specific fuel consumption (FC) and regulated emissions on heavy duty 
vehicles. 

AVL MTC presented a report in year 2000 which showed a very good 
correlation between a stationary engine driving cycle and a driving cycle 
simulated on a chassis dynamometer with a whole vehicle [15]. The report also 
showed that the correlation between a transient engine driving cycle and the 
same driving cycle simulated on chassis dynamometer is not equal good. Tests 
performed on an engine dynamometer are much more direct acting on the test 
object. When the engine is mounted in a vehicle and then tested on a chassis 
dynamometer will drive train along with gear box and tires influence the system 
and the full scale vehicle will act much more dynamic. Also On-road tests 
performed at AVL MTC show that some heavy duty engines consume more fuel 
and emit more emissions when it is mounted in heavy duty vehicles when run at 
real driving conditions compared to the engine certification tests. The driving 
conditions and the speed/load points are very different between the engine 
certification driving cycle and the driving performed on-road. 

From these findings it can be stated that FC and emissions from engine 
dynamometer certification test not always correspond to chassis dynamometer 
results or real life driving with On-road measurements. It is especially confusing 
when the engine certification, express the fuel consumption and emissions in 
break specific [g/kWh] figures. For the user it is hard to evaluate brake specific 
figures and it should be much easier to handle distance specific figures [g/km]. 
To declare distance specific figures for all heavy duty vehicle combinations with 
different engines, power trains, gear ratios, chassis and number of tires would 
be very costly and time consuming. To assure that the declared figures for 
distance specific emissions and fuel consumption corresponds to the heavy 
duty vehicle either chassis dynamometer tests or vehicle simulations should be 
done. These test methods have shown to be both accurate and depending on 
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driving cycle it correspond well to the vehicles on-road emissions and fuel 
consumption. 

In Japan there is a simulation tool used to declare distance specific fuel 
consumption for vehicles with a gross weight over 3500 kg and is called 
Japanese Fuel Consumption Model [17] [19]. This tool is somehow limited for 
the European market, especially when it comes to the pre defined vehicle 
categories and the driving cycles. Therefore AVL MTC has further developed 
this tool to suite the Swedish and European market. 

This enhanced tool show a deviation on fuel consumption as low as 1.3 % for 
tests performed at AVL MTC test laboratory. The program also has an emission 
module which would be able to simulate emissions. Due too lack of valid 
emission maps as input parameters no proper validation work could be done. 
With the new simulation tool any heavy duty vehicle can be simulated at any 
driving cycle as long as the right input parameters are provided. 

One of the most challenging parameter to retrieve for the simulation is the 
vehicles resistance forces (road load). These resistance forces can be 
calculated if a coast down test is performed. Coast down tests gives both the 
rolling resistance force and the aerodynamic drag force (which is vehicle 
velocity dependent). Many assumptions can be made about the resistance 
forces but to have an accurate simulation of the real vehicle a proper coast 
down test must be done. 

In this project four different heavy duty buses were used for coast down tests. 
Later on one of these vehicle models was used on the AVL MTC heavy duty 
chassis dynamometer as validation for the enhanced simulation tool. 

20 chassis dynamometer tests were done where the following parameters were 
changed: road load, test weight, aerodynamic drag, driver and driving cycle. 
The out come is as follow: 

� A linear relationship between the vehicle test weight and fuel 
consumption can be seen. 

� Driver behavior can alter the fuel consumption up to 20 % in worst cases. 

� Depending on the driving cycle the fuel consumption can for this specific 
vehicle alter from 33.2 liter/100km up to 101.9 liter/100km, when 
everything else is kept constant. 

� Reduced aerodynamic drag leads to reduced fuel consumption. When 
the aerodynamic drag is reduced by about 50 % the fuel consumption 
can in some cases also be reduced up to almost 50 %. Further reduction 
beyond 50 % in aerodynamic drag does not make any major impact on 
fuel consumption. 

The survey along with the test results really indicate that a proper way of 
declaring distance specific fuel consumption for heavy duty vehicles would 
really ease the understanding for the user. If also the emissions would be 
declared in distance specific numbers (as it is for light duty vehicles) the user 
would easier understand the pollutions emitted from the vehicle while driving. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Focus on reducing CO2 emissions is only increasing and since fuel 
consumption is directly linked to CO2 emissions, fuel consumption (FC) must 
also be reduced. Several interest groups and governments from all over the 
world are showing a major interest in developing a way to measure FC for 
heavy duty vehicles (HDVs) that will be accepted worldwide. 

Today’s method of measuring FC for HDVs is well established and uses data 
from the certification of the engine. FC is expressed in g/kWh, which is the 
brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC). The drawback with BSFC, measured 
with the engine running on an engine dynamometer, is that no account is taken 
of the specific vehicle operation conditions where the vehicle is supposed to be 
used. 

The more powerful the heavy duty (HD) engine is the more power the engine 
can deliver and usually the better is the efficiency of the engine. All these 
factors make a powerful engine, appear like it has very good fuel consumption, 
due to the fact that BSFC is a direct reflection of the engine’s efficiency. In 
some applications the most powerful engine is required and will also emit the 
lowest emissions and have a low FC. But this is absolutely not the case for all 
heavy duty vehicles (HDV). In other applications will the engine with the less 
power be much more suitable. 

For new HDVs would it be good for both the customer and from an 
environmental point of view, if distance specific FC figures were declared for the 
vehicles, showing representative numbers. These FC numbers should relate to 
the specific driving cycles, loads, transmission and chassis of the actual vehicle. 
To do this for a manufacturer’s entire vehicle fleet would be expensive, since 
there are many different chassis, transmission, engine and axle combinations 
available. The most accurate, controlled and repeatable results would be 
obtained by using a chassis dynamometer where everything can be carefully 
monitored and controlled. However, if this method of testing all HDVs was 
chosen, the cost would be high. 

However there are other ways to measure and verify both FC and emissions 
that are sufficiently accurate and much more cost efficient. One reliable option 
would be measurement using the portable emission measurement system 
(PEMS). PEMS is also a name of a European program administrated by JRC 
where the objective is to verify that the HD engines in use meet the establish 
legislations. According to PEMS protocol a portable on-vehicle emission test 
systems has to be used to measure the gaseous emission (HC, CO, CO2 and 
NOx) during real driving conditions. Load, engine speed and other vehicle 
parameters is monitored by computer which read the ECU parameters in form 
of CAN signals from the OBD connection of the vehicle. This way of obtaining 
emissions and calculate the FC from carbon balance make it possible to 
express the result either in g/km or if preferred g/kWh. 
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The most cost efficient way to determine FC and also emissions would be by 
using simulations/models of the entire vehicle system. The accuracy of this 
approach could be questioned both for FC and especially for emissions, which 
are highly transient and temperature dependent. However, if input-parameters 
can be obtained with the necessary accuracy and the simulation tool can be 
validated; there is a good possibility of being able to predict FC and emissions 
with sufficient accuracy. 

AVL MTC shares the fundamental opinion of TransEnergy Consulting (TEC) 
mentioned in report [1], “Gathered emissions and fuel consumption data for 
buses”: 

“Emission tests carried out on a separate engine can in no way reflect the 
properties of the vehicle when in use (weight, air resistance, drive train etc.). 
Vehicle operators and during the process of procurement, official data should 
be available for fuel consumption and exhaust emissions for complete heavy 
duty vehicles in order to select vehicles with low fuel consumption and low 
emissions”. ”This is the actual situation for passenger cars were manufacturer is 
mandated to declare the fuel consumption in accordance with EU directives”. 

AVL MTC also believe that in cases of hybridization, down sizing of engines, 
use of lighter materials, more efficient drive lines and transmissions and 
improvements of vehicle aerodynamics, testing of a complete vehicle is the only 
alternative that can verify the advantages for each configuration and technology 
[2]. 

1.1 Background 

It is in both the manufacturers and the customer’s interests to achieve as low 
fuel consumption as possible for transportation over a particular distance. 
Commercial vehicle taxation is based partly on CO2 emissions in Sweden. The 
manufacturer can therefore produce vehicles that are subject to lower taxes for 
the customer (due to their lower FC) and hence hopefully increase their 
possibility to take market share. For the user of the vehicle, fuel cost is one of 
their major expenses. If there was an easy way to compare different vehicles on 
the market for the type of driving the vehicle would be exposed to, the vehicle 
with the lowest fuel consumption could be chosen. Even if the reduction in fuel 
consumption were only two percent, that would be directly linked to both the 
bottom line profit for the owner and at the same time, the environmental (CO2) 
strain. 

The project is financed by the Swedish Road Administration and The Swedish 
Energy Agency. 
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1.2 Project definition and set-up 

The Swedish Road Administration and Swedish Energy Agency have 
commissioned AVL MTC to investigate methods for measuring and simulating 
distance specific fuel consumption and emissions on heavy duty vehicles. The 
first part of the project is a survey of previous work and simulation models used 
for heavy duty vehicle fuel consumption. The second part of the project is 
focused on the influence of coast-down and how to implement PEMS 
equipment. The idea is to use PEMS as a validation tool. There is also an 
interesting work where comparing engine maps provided by the manufactures 
with the ones obtained at the AVL MTC chassis dynamometer and also to 
produce transient engine maps from the PEMS equipment. In addition some 
chassis dynamometer tests for validation and comparison of the coast down 
results and simulation where carried out. 

The models will be evaluated in terms of their capabilities and limitations; for 
example being tested for accuracy, robustness and how easy the models are to 
adapt. Phase one of the work will use results from both the chassis 
dynamometer and PEMS equipment as input parameters to the simulations. 
Coordination between parties who are already using models and simulation 
tools for this purpose will be sought in order to achieve synergies in where effort 
is expended. The main focus will be on a simulation model called “Japanese 
Fuel Consumption Model” (JFCM) that was released in 2003 by National Traffic 
Safety and Environment Laboratory (NTSEL) in association with ONO SOOKI 
Co. Ltd.. This model is being used as a certification tool for HDV in Japan. 
Further information about the “Japanese Fuel Consumption Model” can be seen 
in chapter 3.1. 

Results from earlier tests funded by the Swedish Road Administration (both 
from chassis dynamometers and on the road) will be used as a basis for 
simulations. In the planned cooperation with industry, commercial companies 
will also be able to contribute by submitting results to be included in the project.  

Additional on-road testing will be carried out to establish the real "coast-down" 
characteristics for different body designs to verify road and air resistance. 
These results will then be used both for tests on the chassis dynamometer and 
in the context of simulations.  

Additional tests on the chassis dynamometer will be conducted to reproduce 
different known cycles and tests. These are cycles that have been previously 
carried out on the road with vehicles during their normal use and when 
operating on real routes. Results from these tests will also be used as input for 
the simulations. Previous test data obtained from tests funded by the Swedish 
Road Administration will also be used within this project. The new tests and 
data will be coordinated with other projects funded by the Swedish Road 
Administration. 
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The simulation models used today are programmed in many different 
programming languages including C++, MatLab/Simulink, FORTRAN, AVL 
Cruise, java etc. Since the main focus of this project is on the Japanese Fuel 
Consumption Model (JFCM), the programming language used will mostly be 
C++. 

Below (figure 1.1), a schematic diagram of both the base model of the JFCM 
and the vision of the improved and more advanced model developed by AVL 
MTC, can be seen. The base model will be used as the foundation for the work 
in this project. Modifications will be made to increase the number of input 
parameters and therefore allow emissions and CO2 to be calculated directly in 
the simulation. 

The enhanced model will support information from PEMS testing and allow 
comparison of the results.  

 
Figure 1.1: Schematic view of base model and the extended version of the model. 
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2  INFORMATION COLLECTED 
To be able to both review existing simulation tools and propose further 
developments to those models, an excessive knowledge base of how the entire 
vehicle operates, as a system, has to be gathered. 

In general the operators find it hard to validate and compare new vehicles, 
especially buses. Several organisations, manufactures, users, customers and 
even some governmental agencies emphasize the importance of including the 
manufactures in the discussion about distance specific fuel consumption for 
heavy duty vehicles. It is also stated several times earlier the importance of 
measuring both the emissions and fuel consumption at the same time on order 
to prevent sub-optimization. With today’s advanced engine management 
systems it is rather easy to make an engine with either low emissions or low fuel 
consumption respectively. The challenge is to merge these and have low 
emissions and FC at the same time [2]. 

One HDV manufacturer highlight following statement: “…it is unreasonable that 
all engine variants brought to the market will have to be tested”. A trust worthy 
and accurate alternative should then be simulation models, to predict fuel 
consumption. 

Conclusions and valuable information from the literature survey are also 
referred to within the relevant chapters of the report. This arrangement should 
deliver a report that is easy to follow and intuitive to read. 

2.1 Previous work 

The engine in the vehicle generates torque that must be transmitted through the 
drive train and down to the wheels in order to make the vehicle move. A good 
model therefore needs to consider all the components from the fuel to the 
wheels.  

Previous work on modeling and simulation tools for vehicle fuel consumption 
goes back a long time. Work in this area has been prompted by the fact it is 
both time consuming and costly to make full scale vehicle tests (which must 
include both coast down tests and several chassis dynamometer tests with 
measurements of emissions). There are several tools on the market today that 
aim to reduce the time and cost associated with estimating fuel consumption, 
especially in the early development stages. The commercially available 
programs vary significantly in terms of complexity and capabilities. 

2.1.1 Resistance forces, Coast down tests and Chassis dynamometer test 

Coast down tests and investigations of where the power from the engine is 
dissipated in a vehicle, have been undertaken many times in the past. For light 
duty vehicles there is a certification procedure that must be followed. However 
for HDVs no legislated procedures (on a vehicle level) exist. Heavy duty 
certification is only carried out on the “stand alone” engine and no consideration 
is given to the operation of the engine when mounted and used in a vehicle. 
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The vehicle’s resistance forces must be known to be able to conduct chassis 
dynamometer tests. At AVL MTC, coast down tests have been conducted since 
late 80’s. The first report on the subject “Coast Down testing with Heavy Duty 
Vehicles” (translated from Swedish), was published in 1990 and describes in 
detail how the coast down test was performed and gives results for two vehicles 
with and with out payload. This report is the foundation for the coast down tests 
performed at AVL MTC. 

Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) also has a HDV chassis 
dynamometer which is frequently used for testing. VTT state an uncertainty in 
measuring fuel economy with ±1% (g/kWh) and emissions with in ±15% (g/km) 
for chassis dynamometer tests [6]. In the report a linearly relationship is fund 
between increased vehicle weight (payload) and fuel consumption (l/100km).  

VTT also calculate work load per kilometre (kWh/km) by using an estimate of 
the engine power from the vehicle’s CAN network and then integrating the 
power data and vehicle speed over an entire driving cycle. When calculated in 
this way the engine power is 1.8 times higher then the power driving the wheels. 
Losses are assumed to come from auxiliary equipment, the power train and the 
tires [6].  

In another report, VTT describes how following fuel consumption savings can 
be achieved by technical measures [7]: 

 The weight and aerodynamics of the vehicle – up to 30% 
 Driver’s guidance by technical aids – 5-15% 
 Variation between different vehicle makes – 5-15% 
 Tires – 5-15% 
 Air deflector’s effect – 4-8% 
 Type of trailer – 3-5% 
 Lubricants – 1-2% 

VTT including a lot of other reports indicates that driver’s assistance, eco driving 
and driver behaviours strongly affect fuel economics. But in a report from AVL 
MTC in 2001 it is shown that reduced fuel consumption do not have to lead to 
reduced emissions [8]. 

In a summary report for tests conducted 2002-2004 at VTT, it is shown that 
harder legislations for the engines resulted in lowered emissions for the vehicle, 
operated in transient driving cycles [12]. On the other hand it is also shown that 
only because the emissions is reduced with new introduced EURO standards, 
there is no obvious trend for reduction of fuel consumption. No parallel between 
harder EURO standards legislations and reduced FC can be made. 
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Good reports that clearly explain how coast down figures are developed for 
HDV is hard to find and many reports refer to Bosch Automotive handbook 
when it comes to coast down figures [9]. Generally it is said that the force 
applied on a moving vehicle can be separated into many different parts: 

 Rolling resistance 
 Aerodynamic drag 
 Inertial resistance 
 Transmission/drive train losses 
 Auxiliary systems 

How these five sub categories of resistance force are affected by surrounding 
parameters is not an easy task to straighten out and/or explain. For example the 
rolling resistance is strongly depending on deformation of the tires. This 
deformation is further depending on [10]: 

 Tire pressure 
 Tire temperature 
 Vehicle weight 
 Vehicle speed 
 Vehicle acceleration 
 Curvature 
 Crossfall 
 Road roughness 
 Road macro texture 

Since the single biggest influence on the rolling resistance comes from the 
deformation of the tire, the main focus of this report will be on parameters which 
are easy to monitor and direct affect the deformation. Swedish National Road 
and Transport Research Institute (VTI) have done an extensive work on the 
roads roughness and macro texture impact of the rolling resistance force [10]. 

The aerodynamic drag is most depending on the vehicle speed since the 
aerodynamic force is proportional to the vehicle velocity squared. Further, 
following parameters also affect the aerodynamic drag force: 

 Ambient temperature 
 Wind speed 
 Wind direction 
 Air pressure 
 Vehicles aerodynamics (aerodynamic shape) 
 Vehicles frontal area 

All above mentioned parameters that affect the aerodynamic drag force of a 
vehicle can be measured and implemented into the equation of the drag. The 
parameter that is toughest to measure is the vehicles aerodynamics which gives 
rise to the vehicles cd. This parameter, cd, can be measured in a controlled 
environment in a wind tunnel, otherwise it is more of a guess. From Bosch 
Automotive Handbook (BAH) a typical cd for a bus is somewhere between 0.6-
0.7. BAH also state that a streamlined bus have a cd about 0.3-0.4 while a truck 
or truck-trailer combination have cd values up to 0.8-1.5 [9]. From these 
statements it is found that HDV could have cd values between 1.5 and 0.3 which 
is a broad range. 
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2.1.2 Simulations, models and measurement 

Work with predicting fuel consumption, emissions and losses in vehicles have 
been done over a long period of time with varying results. Simulations and 
models can be made either vehicle specific or as fleet modeling. Generally it is 
difficult to develop a simulation model that can be used for a lot of different 
vehicles with different design that is accurate enough for all of them. When 
simulating and modeling large fleets, average emissions factors and fuel 
consumptions factors are being used.  

VTT in Finland have made a lot of chassis dynamometer testing since their new 
facilities were ready for testing in year 2002. From experimental tests they have 
found that a two-axel city bus requires approximately 1.8 kWh of work per every 
km (work is specified on the crankshaft) over the Braunschweig cycle [12]. With 
this assumption it is rather easy to convert the emission limits in work specific 
units to distance specific units for each Euro class tested in accordance with the 
Braunschweig cycle. Further VTT also presents the extended U.S exhaust gas 
legislation Not-To-Exceed-requirement (NTE) [13]. The NTE regulations say 
that inside the NTE control area for the engine the emissions is not allowed to 
be greater then 1.25 times the regulations. More information about the NTE 
standards and regulations can be found in appendix 3. 

With more controlled signals coming from the CAN-bus at the OBD connection 
the most accurate power and torque signal should be used to calculate the work 
the vehicle produce.  

VTT combines these two statements of NTE-regulations and the knowledge of 
how much work (approximate) is needed for a specific HDV class per kilometer 
driven. Together these propositions of converting work specific emissions to 
distance specific emissions get the following results in table 2.1 [6]. Emission 
limit values converted in the VTT way can not be seen as standards since it is 
strongly depending on the vehicle class and the specific chassis dynamometer 
used (different chassis dynamometers gives different factors for converting 
engine work to dynamometer roll work) but it is a good guidance. 

Table 2.1; Limit values for three different EURO standards for HDE along with 
limit values expressed in distance specific. Conversions of emissions 
for HDV from g/kWh to g/km, VTT use a 2.25 conversion factor. 

Euro III Euro IV Euro V
[g/kWh] 5 3,5 2

[g/km] 11,3 7,9 4,5

[g/kWh] 0,1 0,02 0,02

[g/km] 0,23 0,05 0,05

NOx

PM

Limit values

 
Tests performed at AVL MTC show that the emissions and FC deviate between 
two different two-axle buses, tested on the chassis dynamometer. The vehicles 
are from different manufactures but tested with the same test weight and road 
load curve. Both engines where certified according to Euro IV requirements. 
The engine from the first vehicle has an engine with 6.8 liter cylinder 
displacement volume and produced a maximum power of 206 kW, equipped 
with EGR system together with DPF. The engine from the second vehicle has 
12 liter displacement and produced a maximum power of 260 kW and is 
equipped with a SCR system. 
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The 12 liter displacement engine had substantially lower distance fuel 
consumption and NOx emissions then the smaller engine. Deviations in distance 
specific fuel consumption between the two vehicles during the same driving 
conditions could be over 20%. Important to point out is that the 12 liter engine 
which had both larger displacement and was stronger had a specific fuel 
consumption (g/kWh) that where about 10% lower then the 6.8 liter engine. This 
at tests performed on chassis dynamometer using the FIGE driving cycle. 
These results with large fuel consumption variations on HDV have been seen 
several times at AVL MTC [2]. The variations can be seen both on the same 
vehicle driving different driving cycles (113% deviations) and different vehicles 
(in same vehicle class) driving the same driving cycle (over 20% deviations). 

Swedish in-service program for heavy duty vehicles, conducted at AVL MTC on 
behalf of Swedish Road Administration in year 2008, also show fuel 
consumption figures which is not that unequivocal all the time [14]. 3 different 
buses where tested both on chassis dynamometer and on-road using the PEMS 
protocol. Using a special local urban bus route in the on-road tests it was found 
that the lightest bus (200 kW engine) has the lowest distance specific FC. This 
is the opposite of the results on the chassis dynamometer tests where the 200 
kW vehicle had highest distance specific FC. The much lower distance specific 
FC on the urban on-road test can be explained by many stops and a very 
transient behavior of the vehicles during this route [14]. 

The complexity of surrounding parameters such as driving cycle (route), 
temperatures, number of stops etcetera makes the FC very hard to predict 
without either serious testing or a well calibrated simulation model. 

From these results no unequivocal conclusions can be made about correlation 
between small engine and lower FC and/or emissions. What can be determent 
is that FC and emissions is a complex matter and further investigations have to 
be made. Important to keep in mind is that different HDV operate under different 
conditions and therefore is it important to have either numerous cycles for the 
different vehicle classes and/or one cycle divided into several parts when 
evaluation FC and emissions. 
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Year 2000 AVL MTC published a report regarding the differences in FC and 
emissions testing methods [15]. The report investigates the main differences 
between engine dyno testing and chassis dyno testing. The report clarifies how 
the different methods are performed at AVL MTC and also underline the 
drawbacks and complications that can occur. Both 13-mode steady state ECE 
R49 test and transient ETC and FIGE test are investigated. 

Following drawback was stated in the report, when performing ECE R49 steady 
state tests on a chassis dynamometer with a vehicle, instead of an engine 
dynamometer. 

 It may not always be easy to control and measure all variables of 
interest (located) at critical points on the engine during the test run 
when the engine is mounted in a chassis (temperature, pressure 
etcetera). 

 There are problems related to the control and measurement of the 
engine power output. 

 The transfer of the tractive force to the dynamometer through the tires 
may also, if the rated power of the engine is high, cause overheating 
problems of the tires. This is though depending on the chassis 
dynamometer used. Using a suitable diameter of the dynamometer roll 
will definitely overcome this problem. 

Results from the steady state tests on chassis dynamometer and from the 
engine taken out and installed on an engine dynamometer, show about 95% 
agreements when multiple test where performed. Figure 2.1 show the results 
from the chassis and engine dynamometer tests expressed in g/kWh [15].  
 

 
Figure 2.1: Chassis vs engine dynamometer where the emissions are expressed in g/kWh [15]. 
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One rather big concern when conducting a chassis dynamometer test of a HDV 
is the possibilities to measure the engine power (torque) by the dynamometer. 
There is always some slip between the tires and the rolls of the chassis 
dynamometer, together with the friction losses in drive train and the deflection of 
the tires. Friction losses in a cradle dynamometer (chassis dynamometer with 
two rolls) are sometimes 30% at full load and at lower loads it is not unusually 
over 100%. To be able to measure the engine power as accurate as possible a 
load cell should be mounted in the drive train. The load cell could be either 
permanent mounted which is calibrated together with the prop shaft. Another 
simpler device could also be used, called a clamp-on device. The accuracy for 
clamp-on devices measuring the shearing of an existing shaft pass are rather 
low and can therefore be questioned [15]. 

When performing a chassis dynamometer test of a HDV the tire inflation 
pressure and the axel load of the vehicle are very important. Higher axel load 
gives a lower slip tendency but at the same time increase the tire deformation. 
Increasing the tire pressure will result in lower heat release of the tire due to 
less deformation but also a substantial risk for local over heating. This since the 
actual power transfer area will become smaller at the tire.  

Next objective was to validate the transient cycles. For engine dynamometer 
tests the ETC (European Transient Cycle) is being used and for chassis 
dynamometer testing the FIGE cycle is being used. The FIGE cycle is a 
simulated engine test performed on the chassis dynamometer. The cycle has 
been developed by the FIGE Institute, Aachen, Germany, based on real road 
cycle measurements of heavy duty vehicles.The basic idea for the FIGE cycle 
was to be similar to the ETC cycle when it comes to engine speed and load. 
The ETC transient cycle has been introduced for emission certification of heavy-
duty diesel engines in Europe starting in the year 2000 [16].  

The two driving patterns is time based and can be seen in Figure 2.2, upper 
figures. Since the ETC cycle is specified for engine speed and load for each 
second and the FIGE cycle is specified for vehicle velocity for each second 
there will be differences. This variation between the cycles, that is supposed to 
be the same, comes from the fact that a vehicle is a dynamic system with inbuilt 
inertia. Also the gear ratios, tire size, gear shift strategy and vehicle resistance 
force will contribute to a complex system for the vehicle while the engine 
configuration is rather simple. 

Figure 2.2 lower, show the differences in engine speed when performing an 
ETC engine test and a FIGE chassis dynamometer test. Since there is no 
accurate enough way in measuring load at a chassis dynamometer the fuel flow 
is displayed instead. The engine speeds does not correlate that good which 
result in that the speed/load points in the engine test will not be the same in the 
chassis dynamometer tests. If the engine load and engine speed will differ 
between the two measurements also the fuel flow correlation will not be that 
accurate but it will point in right direction. 
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Figure 2.2: Left-up, ETC cycle for engine stand alone test, where engine speed and load is 
specified for each second. Right-up, FIGE driving cycle for chassis dynamometer test, with 
vehicle velocity as function of time. Left-down engine speed and right-down, fuel rate in kg/min, 
for both chassis dynamometer and engine test, for the 3 different phases in the FIGE (ETC for 
engine test). 

As acknowledged earlier the driving cycles have a huge influence on emissions 
and FC when performing chassis dynamometer tests. In the report it is found 
that more or less all emissions increase with number of stops for the vehicle. 
There is no direct relationship between vehicle velocity and distance specific 
FC. The distance specific fuel consumption is more a combination of the 
vehicles accelerations and transient behavior along with the velocity and what 
operating points these conditions give rise to for the engine. So instead of 
having velocity or number of stops as reference, either engine power or engine 
work should be used to se a more distinguished characteristics of the distance 
specific fuel consumption. 

As stated earlier by AVL MTC [2]: “Components in the exhausts usually are 
related to each other, meaning if some component will increase other will 
decrease. What might be good for global emissions (reduction of CO2) might 
not be good for local emissions (increase of NOx and PM)”. “…special concern 
must be thought about when alternative fuels are required in the process of 
procurement”. 
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Following conclusions were made from the AVL MTC report 8708 “Methods to 
determine fuel consumption from heavy duty vehicles” published in 2008 [2]: 

� The selection of driving cycle has significant importance both for fuel 
measurement of fuel consumption and exhaust emissions. 

� Simultaneous measurement of exhaust emissions and fuel consumption should 
be carried out. 

� Driving cycle (ETC) used for certification purpose of engines to be used in 
heavy duty vehicles has nothing to do with actual driving on road. 

� To verify whether an engine installed in a heavy duty vehicle meet the set 
emission requirements could be arranged by testing the vehicle either on road 
or on a chassis dynamometer by selecting suitable driving cycles. 

� Driving cycles (used on chassis dynamometer) for verification of fuel 
consumption for heavy duty vehicles should reflect actual driving on the road. 

� AVL MTC recommends the use of driving cycles representing urban – heavy 
urban – rural driving when testing buses on a chassis dynamometer. 

� The same combination of fuel – engine must undergo the tests as the case of 
the bus in normal operation on the road. 

� There are still issues to be further discussed before a draft proposal of 
requirements for procurement can be issued, such as: 
o The weight of the vehicle when tested. This weight should correspond to the 

weight of the empty bus plus the weight of “a representative number of 
passengers”, (“load factor”). 

o Adjustment of the chassis dynamometer corresponding to the resistance of the 
vehicle when driving on the road (“coast-down”). 

o Execution of the driving cycle on the chassis dynamometer, when to change gear 
(for vehicle with manual transmission) (“gear shifting points”). 

o Conditioning/preparation of the vehicle before the test. 
o Test temperature (temperature of ambient air). 
o Engine temperature (temperature of the engine before starting sampling of the 

exhaust). Shall testing be carried out both in hot or cold conditions? 
o Should special tires be used on the vehicle when tested on the chassis 

dynamometer? (Low friction tires can decrease the road resistance up to 10%). 
o Will it be necessary to test every bus type/engine type. 
o Who will be responsible for the testing? Shall it be the manufacturer or an 

independent third party organization? 
o How will it be made sure that the emission- and fuel consumption levels of the 

specifications for procurement are maintained? 
o Who is responsible to make sure that the emission- and fuel consumption levels 

of the specifications for procurement are maintained and what will happen if they 
are not? 

 
These points are still valid and also issues on the agenda for further discussion.  
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3 SIMULATION AND MODELS 
When simulating HDV, there can be different approach and ways to solve the 
problem and to make a model. Either an entire fleet of vehicles can be modeled 
at the same time and the entire fleet’s average emissions and FC will be 
visualized, or there could be a more detailed vehicle specific model. There can 
also be steps in-between these exorbitances and they all have their advantages 
and disadvantages. Since this project focus is on vehicle specific simulations 
and test procedures, no other vehicle specific models will be analyzed and 
further discussed. 

With modeling and simulations of vehicle fuel consumption there is generally 
two approaches: Reverse Engineering Approach (REA) and Direct Engineering 
Approach (DEA). REA model uses speed as input and gets torque as output. 
The model calculates what propulsion power is needed to maintain the 
requested vehicle speed and from these two variables a point in the FC-map is 
found. DEA model works the other way around basically. The speed profile is 
no longer the input. Instead a “simulated driver” follows the speed profile by 
operating the accelerator and brake pedals. This way the torque is the input and 
speed is the output [4]. Most common way to simulate a vehicle is trough REA 
modeling. 

The “Japanese Fuel Consumption Model” (JFCM) model which has the main 
focus in this report uses REA to simulate the resulting FC of the vehicle. Tests 
conducted to validate the model show the highest variation from measured and 
computed values to be 5.4% but is usually lower [17]. 

Since the model has shown to have a good accuracy and is being used as 
certification tool and written in C++ programming code this tool was chosen to 
be further evaluated and developed. The program source code was distributed 
from MLIT (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation) through contacts 
with JAMA (Japan Automobile Manufacturers) [18]. 
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3.1 Japanese Fuel Consumption Model 

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation (MLIT) in Japan has together 
with Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and Japan Automobile 
Manufacturers Association (JAMA) produced a paper called “The World’s First 
Fuel Efficiency Standard for Heavy Duty Vehicles” [19]. The goal in Japan is to 
reach a 12% fuel efficiency improvement at 2015, where the base line levels are 
measured in year 2002. To classify as a HDV, gross vehicle weight (GVW) has 
to exceed 3.5 ton for cargo vehicles. Passenger vehicles also need to have 11 
or more occupant seating capacity. All the HDV is classified into categories 
depending on their main purpose of use and GVW. The subcategories are 
divided into route buses (equipped with safety belts), general buses (not 
equipped with safety belts), trucks (also called rigids) and tractors irrespective 
of drive trains and layout of the vehicle body. Table 3.1 shows all the vehicle 
classer. These vehicle categories are being used in the JFCM program as 
predefined vehicles. More detailed information about the specified vehicles such 
as frontal area, passenger capacity and curb weight etcetera can be found in 
appendix 1. 

Worth noting is that the heaviest/larges classed trucks and tractors (T11 and 
TT2) is with a GWV over 20 ton. The classes are not representative for the 
European HDV fleet, since most of the trucks and tractors equipage weight start 
at 20 ton and goes all the way up to 60 ton. 

Table 3.1; Japanese categories for HDV based on GVW 

 
 

Together with the execution program provided by MLIT, there is also some 
demo input parameter files for easily getting to know the program. The engine in 
the demo setup is a 250 kW engine with an 8 geared transmission, 
recommended dynamic tire rolling radius 0.507m and final gear 3.186. The 
engine power, engine torque and frictional torque as well as idle and maximum 
engine speed is shown in figure 3.1.  

 

Class Vehicle Gross Weight Pay Load
Target value 

(km/l)
Target value 

(l/10km)
BR1 Over 6 ton up to 8 ton 6,97 1,43
BR2 Over 8 ton up to 10 ton 6,30 1,59
BR3 Over 10 ton up to 12 ton 5,77 1,73
BR4 Over 12 ton up to 14 ton 5,14 1,95
BR5 Over 20 ton 4,23 2,36

Class Vehicle Gross Weight Pay Load
Target value 

(km/l)
Target value 

(l/10km)
B1 Over 3,5 ton up to 6 ton 9,04 1,11
B2 Over 6 ton up to 8 ton 6,52 1,53
B3 Over 8 ton up to 10 ton 6,37 1,57
B4 Over 10 ton up to 12 ton 5,70 1,75
B5 Over 12 ton up to 14 ton 5,21 1,92
B6 Over 14 ton up to 16 ton 4,06 2,46
B7 Over 16 ton 3,57 2,80

Route Buses

General Buses

Class Vehicle Gross Weight Pay Load
Target value 

(km/l)
Target value 

(l/10km)
T1 Up to 1,5 ton 10,83 0,92
T2 Over 1,5 ton up to 2 ton 10,35 0,97
T3 Over 2 ton up to 3 ton 9,51 1,05
T4 Over 3 ton 8,12 1,23
T5 Over 7,5 ton up to 8 ton 7,24 1,38

T6 Over 8 ton up to 10 ton 6,52 1,53

T7 Over 10 ton up to 12 ton 6,00 1,67
T8 Over 12 ton up to 14 ton 5,69 1,76
T9 Over 14 ton up to 16 ton 4,97 2,01
T10 Over 16 ton up to 20 ton 4,15 2,41
T11 Over 20 ton 4,04 2,48

Class Vehicle Gross Weight Pay Load
Target value 

(km/l)
Target value 

(l/10km)
TT1 Up to 20 ton 3,09 3,24
TT2 Over 20 ton 2,01 4,98

Over 3,5 ton up to 7,5 ton

Trucks

Tractors
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Figure 3.1: Demo engine provided with the JFCM showing engine power, torque and frictional 
torque along with idle speed and max speed of the engine. 

Figure 3.2 show the execution program that is being used for the JFCM 
program. For windows users the program is executed in the command prompt.  

 
Figure 3.2: Layout of execution program for the JFCM in Windows Command prompt 

 

When executing the program for the different given vehicle classes the program 
returns a result file in txt-format, see Figure 3.3. The vehicle name that is 
selected by the user is shown at the top of the result file. Thereafter the vehicle 
class that was selected can be seen, see Table 3.1 for the different alternatives. 
This is followed by the selected engine and transmission files together with final 
gear ratio and tire radius. All these in-parameters are displayed in the result file. 
Further down in the result file the average fuel consumption and speed is 
displayed, together with average speed and FC for both driving cycles (highway 
ratio and FC for the down-town part of Japanese JE05 driving cycle).  

JE05 (also known as ED12) emission test cycle for heavy vehicles of gross 
vehicle weight (GVW) above 3,500 kg was introduced as a new emission 
standard in Japan year 2005. The JE05 cycle is a transient test based on Tokyo 
driving conditions, applicable to diesel and gasoline vehicles. 

The JE05 cycle can also be used for engine dynamometer testing. Then the 
engine torque-speed-time data must be generated based on the vehicle speed 
points. Computer programs to generate the torque-speed data for both gasoline 
and diesel engines have been provided by the Japanese Ministry of 
Environment. To be able to generate the torque-speed data the vehicles GVW, 
frontal area, total gear ration and engine parameters must be available.  
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The file also visualizes the requested and the real vehicle speed, engine speed, 
engine torque, selected gear and fuel consumption with an increment of one 
second. 
VEHICLENAME test_t1
TYPE T1
SPEC FILE
ENGINE FILE engproto,txt
TRANSMISSION FILE gearproto,txt
FINAL GEAR RATIO 3,186
TIRE RADIUS(m) 0,507
 
URBAN FC(km/l) 7,6578 Ave,Speed(km/h) 27,3
HIGHWAY FC(km/l) 10,5736 Ave,Speed(km/h) 80
AVERAGE FC(km/l) 7,875 HIGHWAY RATIO 0,1
MID-TOWN FC(km/l) 5,415 Ave,Speed(km/h) 13,5
 
URBAN
time(s) Vtarget(km/h) Vreal(km/h) Ne(rpm) Te(N-m) N_norm(%) T_norm(%) Shift FC(l/h)

1 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
2 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
3 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
4 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
5 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
6 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
7 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
8 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
9 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188

10 0 0 480 0 0 0 0 1,188
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

HIGHWAY
time(s) Vtarget(km/h) Vreal(km/h) Ne(rpm) Te(N-m) N_norm(%) T_norm(%) Shift FC(l/h)

1 80 80 1079,4 187,8 34,85 12,67 16 7,479694
2 80 80 1079,4 187,8 34,85 12,67 16 7,479694
3 80 80 1079,4 187,8 34,85 12,67 16 7,479694
4 80 80 1079,4 187,8 34,85 12,67 16 7,479694
5 80 80 1079,4 174,8 34,85 11,79 16 7,14609
6 80 80 1079,4 57,7 34,85 3,89 16 4,367955
7 80 80 1079,4 57,7 34,85 3,89 16 4,367955
8 80 80 1079,4 57,7 34,85 3,89 16 4,367955
9 80 80 1079,4 57,7 34,85 3,89 16 4,367955

10 80 80 1079,4 57,7 34,85 3,89 16 4,367955  
Figure 3.3: Result file from demo execution of JFCM program 

Results with demo input parameters in the program is displayed and discussed 
in chapter 3.1.2 Accuracy and Robustness. 

3.1.1 Method 

Figure 3.4 shows a schematic view in form of flow charts of the method and 
calculation steps of the Japanese Fuel Consumption Model. Three sets of input 
parameters are needed for the initial setting of the program. Driving cycles and 
the vehicles in form of modules, is pre specified in the program. The different 
vehicle classes are grouped depending on GVW. Curb weight, test weight, pay 
load, frontal area, passenger capacity and highway gear ratio will be selected 
related to the vehicle class. The specific vehicle parameters are somewhat a 
mean value for real world vehicles (in Japan) in that class. These vehicle 
parameters are fixed and will help to determine the road load force, also called 
resistance force. The last set of parameters to select for initial set is the ones 
that are possible to vary; tire radius, final gear ratio, type of gear box and gear 
ratio and engine parameters. Except the obvious that the engine fuel 
consumption map (EFC-map) is possible to change, also engine max speed, 
idle speed, max torque and frictional torque are possible to vary to suit the 
manufactures specific engine. 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic view of calculation procedure for the Japanese Fuel Consumption Model 

When all parameters for the initial set are elaborated, the program checks the 
vehicle velocity and road grade with the increment of one second and calculates 
the road load force (resistance force). For every specific second the chosen 
vehicle needs a certain gear to be able to maintain velocity and be able to 
overcome the resistance forces. When a suitable gear is selected the engine 
torque and engine speed can be specified and an operation point is chosen. 
Since the EFC-map consists of limited points the specific operation point will be 
interpolated/extrapolated from existing values. Every contribution from each 
second will now give a total fuel consumption and a distance which will give the 
distance specific fuel consumption for the vehicle. 
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3.1.1.1 Calculation method 

The model takes the provided velocity profile that will determine the vehicles 
resistances force for the given velocity. With vehicle speed and vehicle 
resistance force a suitable gear must be chosen so speed can be maintained 
and still overcome the resistance force. Vehicle speed and force together with 
the total gear ratio of the power train, a specific point in the EFC-map is now 
determined, at this specific velocity point in the speed profile. The provided 
EFC-map must include five or more points to be able to calculate the FC for the 
vehicle. Both engine speed and load will change drastically if the vehicle 
velocity only changes one km/h, this is due to the gear ratio of the power train. 
Given that the EFC-map is not complete, with FC for all engine load and speed 
points, the program will have to interpolate and/or extrapolate from the existing 
points to cover the entire area of the EFC-map. 

Figure 3.5 show how the declared points in an EFC-map can differ from the 
points used in a simulation. As an example the points in an ESC driving cycle is 
used as known points (blue points) and then there are some of the points used 
in a simulation (red points). As can be seen in the figure these points do not 
correspond. The red points in the figure have to be either interpolation and/or 
extrapolation from the blue ones to be able to determine the FC values. 

The ESC test cycle, shown in figure 3.6, was introduced in the year 2000 as a 
part of the emission certification of heavy-duty diesel engines in Europe. The 
ESC is a 13-mode, steady-state procedure that replaces the R-49 test. The 
engine is tested on an engine dynamometer over a sequence of steady-state 
modes. The engine must be operated for the prescribed time in each mode. The 
specified speed and the specified torque shall be held to within ±50 rpm 
respective ±2% of the maximum torque at the test speed. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic view of difference between measured FC points in EFC-map and the 
points used in the simulation 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic over view of ESC test cycle. 

 

The model uses 98% transmission efficiency for manual transmission gear 
boxes. The gear steps and gear ratios are specified by the user of the program 
and are often provided by the manufacturer.  

If an automatic gearbox is chosen the same shifting pattern as a manual 
gearbox will be used. The efficiency from the manual gearbox will use an 
additionally efficiency coefficient, on top off the manual one. This additionally 
efficiency coefficient is depending on which driving mode the vehicle is driving 
in. If an automatic gearbox is used in the simulation, the efficiency coefficient 
will be 96% of the manual gearbox, for in-city running mode. For inter-city 
running mode will the efficiency coefficient be 91% of manual gear box. 

For automatic gear boxes the efficiency change compared to a manual gear 
box, but the gear ratio will be the same and the gear ratios will be fixed gear 
steps. No torque converter is possible to simulate in the original simulation 
program. 

An automatic gearbox will have the following efficiency numbers: 

City running mode, a total efficiency of 94% 

Highway running mode, a total efficiency of 89%. 

Worth noting is that there is a huge gap in efficiency between a manual gear 
box and an automatic gear box in the simulation tool. 

A manual gearbox that is being shifted automatically will use the same 
efficiency numbers, gear steps and gear ratios as an ordinary manual gearbox. 
This is close to reality since there is only a logic circuit deciding how to change 
gears. 

To choose a suitable gear for the specific vehicle during the simulation an 
advanced algorithm is developed for the program. This algorithm is called 
Simulation Program for Gear shift Motion (SPGM) and is described in chapter 
3.1.1. 
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3.1.1.2 Driving cycles 

In the model there are two separate driving cycles being used, JE05 cycle and 
driving at constant speed, 80 km/h. When choosing the specified vehicle there 
is predefined weight factor how much of the total FC that will come from JE05 
respectively constant speed driving cycle. See appendix 1 for further detailed 
information about the specific vehicle categories. 

The JE05 cycle is an in-city driving cycle with a top speed of 88 km/h and 
average speed of 27 km/h. The driving cycle is divided into three parts: urban (0 
- 643 seconds), downtown (644 - 1410 seconds) and high speed (1411 - 1800 
seconds), marked with different colors in figure 3.7. There are ten stops during 
the cycle and the total idle time is 461 seconds which is about 25 % of the entire 
driving cycle. 
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Figure 3.7: JE05 driving cycle for HDV, contain Urban, Down town and High speed parts 
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Second driving condition used in the JFCM program is an inter city cycle 
performed at constant speed 80 km/h. The longitudinal road slope simulated 
comes from Tomei Expressway, the highway with the highest traffic flow in 
Japan. Since the gradient of the road change, also the resistance change for 
the vehicle the same way as the resistance change when driving either uphill or 
downhill. Figure 3.8 shows the slope of the driving cycle. At the most the slope 
change is 5 %, which will increase rolling resistance with about 20 % (this if the 
vehicle has a rolling resistance coefficient of 0.07 to start with). This will make a 
significant change of the FC. 

From appendix 1 the highway ratio for each vehicle category can be seen. This 
ratio will calculate the total FC for the vehicle by equation 1. 
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Figure 3.8: Inter-city driving cycle simulation highway conditions, constant speed set to 80 km/h 
and longitudinal slope of the Tomei Expressway, the heaviest traffic highway in Japan. 
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3.1.1.3 Weight 

Three different weights of the vehicles are specified in the model: 

� Curb weight, which is the weight of a vehicle with standard equipment, all 
necessary operating consumables (e.g. motor oil and coolant), and a full 
tank of fuel and not loaded with either passengers or cargo. 

� Gross vehicle weight, means the maximum allowable total weight of the 
vehicle when loaded. This includes curb weight, payload and all 
passengers. 

� Test weight is different depending on whether the selected vehicle is a 
bus or a truck/tractor. For a bus the test weight will be curb weight and 
half the weight of the passenger capacity. For a truck/tractor the test 
weight will be curb weight and half the pay load plus the weight of the 
driver. 

To see in detail vehicle curb, test and gross weight se appendix 1. The weight 
of a person (in Japan) in this model is set to 55 kg, which is a bit low for 
European (70-75 kg) and American standard. 

3.1.1.4 Vehicle body and chassis 

Frontal area is calculated from vehicle width multiplied with vehicle height. 
Besides the frontal area, which is fixed to every specific vehicle class, the only 
thing that can be altered is the tire rolling radius. No consideration is made for 
vehicle length, shape of body, number of tires or axis. Since all these are very 
important for the resistance force of the vehicle when in operation, it is a huge 
drawback not to take them into account. 

Vehicle rolling resistance is calculated through vehicle weight and aerodynamic 
drag which only uses the vehicle frontal area as input. The difference between 
buses and tractor/trucks is that the aerodynamic drag is 32% lower for the 
buses. For further information see Resistance forces chapter. 
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3.1.1.5 Resistance Forces 

The force or acceleration that moves a vehicle forward is usually described by 
Newton’s second law: Law of acceleration [9], equation 2, where M is the 
vehicle mass, 

••

x  is the vehicles velocity changes over time, Ji is the moment of 
inertia, ω is the angular velocity and rr is the dynamic rolling radius of the wheel. 
For the model this equation can be rewritten into equation 3 which expresses 
the total force the vehicle is exposed to while driving. The total force that has to 
be overcome can be divided into three parts: rolling resistance, air resistance 
and inertia force. Inertia force is the moment of inertia for the entire system, the 
vehicle. Rolling and air resistance is in this model called road load force and 
describes outer affecting force. Equation 4 through 6 show the road load force 
and the inertia force. The symbols are described in table 3.2. Equation 2 has 
the physical quantity F as force since it is real vehicle resistance force. Equation 
3 and further have the physical quantity R as force since it is simulated vehicle 
resistance force 

When the total force of the vehicle is calculated it is now possible to calculate 
the required engine torque and speed, Te and Ne. Since these physical 
quantities change with different gear ratios there can be a conflict of which gear 
should be chosen. Therefore an algorithm was developed, for further 
information see chapter Simulation of HDV gearshift operation. 
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Table 3.2; Explanation of symbols for 
equation 2 to 8 

Rtot Total resistance force of vehicle N 
Rroll Rolling resistance force N 
Rair Aerodynamic drag resistance force N 
Rinertia Inertia force N 
M Vehicle mass (GVW) kg 
Mt Inertia after transmission kgm2 
Me Inertia of engine and transmission kgm2 
µr Rolling resistance factor – 
µa Aerodynamic resistance factor – 
A Vehicle frontal area m2 
igearbox Transmission gear ratio – 
itot Total gear ratio – 
α Acceleration of vehicle m/s2 
Ji Moment of inertia of vehicle kgm2 
η Efficiency of power train system – 
Te Engine out torque Nm 
Ne Engine out speed rpm 
r Radius of tire m 
β Road angle ° 
g Gravitational acceleration m/s2 
V Vehicle speed Km/h 
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Disregarding the gear ratio, which is known but may be altered, the only 
physical parameters unknown in equation 2-8 is the rolling resistance and 
aerodynamic resistance factors. To calculate the total resistances force of the 
chosen vehicle in equation 3 these factors must be determined. The JFCM 
embrace 25 specific vehicle categories which each and one have their own 
resistance factors. Instead of giving each class of vehicles an exact value for 
the factors, an approximation for all HDV was made based on vehicle weight 
and frontal area. 

Figure 3.9-left illustrates the rolling resistance factor and rolling resistance force 
as function of weight. Equation 9 explains how to calculate the factor and 
equation 4 explains how to calculate the rolling resistance force. 

Figure 3.9-right illustrates the aerodynamic resistance force as function of 
velocity for nine of the vehicle categories with arbitrary increment. Equation 10 
explains how to calculate the factor and equation 5 explains how to calculate 
the aerodynamic resistance force. An extremely important point here is that the 
aerodynamic resistance force displayed in figure 3.9 is for tractors/trucks. If a 
bus category is chosen the aerodynamic resistance factor will be multiplied with 
0.68 resulting in a 32% reduction of the aerodynamic resistance force. This 
reduction is most likely due to a much more aerodynamic shaped body for the 
buses in general. Such an assumption could be very risky to make even though 
most buses are aerodynamic shaped. One bus type that would contradict this 
assumption would be the typical school bus in USA. However the bus is 
normally operated in moderate speeds where the aerodynamic resistance is 
quite low. 
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Figure 3.9: Left: Rolling resistance factor [–] and force [N] as function of weight [kg]. 

Right: Aerodynamic resistance force [N] for different frontal areas [m2] as  
function of velocity [km/h]. 
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When the coefficients have been calculated, equation 2 trough 8 can be used to 
calculate the total resistance force of the vehicle as function of velocity. 

Also the acceleration is being used to calculate the total resistance force but 
since the increment of time is constant only the difference in velocity between 
two points will be used. When a specific load point is chosen the program will 
interpolate/extrapolate from existing values in the EFC-map to receive an 
instantaneous value for the FC. 

The coefficients calculated in equation 9 and 10 have the physical quantities of 
N/kg respectively N/(km/h)2. Normalizing these two equations together with 
equation 14 and 15, which will be covered later on in this report in chapter 4 
Coast Down, will give us dimensionless coefficients in standard form of fr and 
cd. Equation 11 and 12 show how these normalizations are done for the model 
specific coefficients. 
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As can be seen in equation 11 and figure 3.9 the rolling resistance coefficient 
for the lightest vehicles is at about 0.01 and flattens out towards 0.00513 when 
vehicle mass increase towards infinity. However, the rolling resistance force 
starts at 350 N for the low-mass vehicles and increase linear towards 2000 N 
for the really HD vehicles. Since the vehicle mass during the test is directly 
proportional to the rolling resistance force, there is a linear approximation. 

Equation 12 together with figure 3.9 show the aerodynamic drag coefficient and 
the aerodynamic resistance force. Since the force is squared proportional to the 
vehicle velocity and the coefficient is directly proportional to the vehicle frontal 
area. The force will be depending on the velocity and frontal area. A small 
frontal area will generate lesser magnitude of the coefficient resulting in a lesser 
force and vice versa. With an infinitive frontal area the aerodynamic drag 
coefficient would only be 0.62, but the force would also go towards infinity since 
the aerodynamic drag force is proportional to the frontal area. 
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3.1.1.6 Simulation of HDV gearshift operation 

As described in chapter Resistance force and Calculations method earlier in the 
report, the model uses a number of equations to calculate the operating point, 
engine speed and torque for that specific vehicle velocity for that exact second. 
To calculate that specific load point the gear ratio has to be considered, see 
equation 6 through 8 earlier. During transient conditions in the driving cycle this 
could be a problem, since the model algorithm is designed to choose the most 
favorable gear, which gives the lowest FC. During transients the model could 
therefore change gears every second just to maintain the most favorable load 
point that specific second. This would not be a realistic way to drive a vehicle 
and therefore the Simulation Program for Gearshift Motion (SPGM) algorithm 
was developed [17]. Four rules for the SPGM were initially stated: 

1. Engine must be operated under the maximum allowed engine speed. 

2. Selected gear must not be changed within Tg seconds, where Tg is set to 3. 

3. Suitable gear position that can follow the reference speed must be selected. 

4. When the above rules are satisfied, suitable gear position to give better fuel 
economy is allowed. 
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SPGM calculates maximum traction force that the vehicle can generate at each 
gear position. To do these calculations the following physical quantities must be 
known, see table 3.3. Initial set for SPGM is to start at second gear and the 
algorithm uses data from table 3.3 to determine if the drive force from the 
engine is large enough. If not, first gear must be selected. 

If two rules conflict with one another, the later rule has priority. 

Table 3.3; Physical quantities needed to calculate traction force for SPGM. 

Vehicle mass Kg 

Maximum payload kg 

Vehicle frontal area m2 

Idle speed rpm 

Rated engine speed rpm 

Maximum engine speed rpm 

Tire rolling radius m 

Reduction ratios of the transmission gears – 

Final gear ratio – 

Full load engine torque, from idle to maximum engine speed Nm 

Coefficient of rolling resistance – 

Drag coefficient – 

 

When the vehicle has started to move along the driving cycle also the speed 
and acceleration has to be taken in account for gear position selection. SPGM 
calculates instantaneous driving force required for tracking the driving cycle 
velocity at every interval point. To determine suitable shift-up timing, SPGM 
calculates driving force margin for all gears. If a certain gear other than present 
meets all the rules stated, a shift-up motion will be made. Also when engine 
maximum speed exceeds the specified maximum engine speed, SPGM will 
make a shift-up instruction. SPGM will instruct to shift-up when maximum 
engine speed is exceeded even if driving cycle velocity is lost. When required 
engine torque exceeds maximum torque at the calculated engine speed, SPGM 
gives a shift-down instruction.  

Automatic gearbox algorithm is not fully developed in JFCM or SPGM due to 
lack of test vehicles under the development process. The SPGM algorithm is 
only using fixed gear ratios for the gearboxes which are often not the case with 
automatic gear boxes, at least not for the initial gears in an automatic gear box. 
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4  COAST DOWN RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
When conducting a coast down test the desired output is which resistance 
forces that affect that specific vehicle. By having a favorable, controlled and 
monitored surrounding environment the sources of error can be reduced. With 
good equipment a very accurate time and velocity of the vehicle can be 
recorded and stored. Correcting the values for the road gradient and reign wind 
speed and directions at the test site a resistance force can be calculated for the 
vehicle. Total resistance force is divided into three sub coefficients: roll 
resistance, aerodynamic drag and climbing resistance. 

Roll resistance is directly proportional to tire deformation which is depending on 
vehicle load and velocity. 

Aerodynamic drag is strongly depending on vehicle body shape and is 
proportional squared to the velocity. 

Climbing resistance depends on the inclination angel of the road grade. 

4.1 Vehicle resistances 

To propel a vehicle there are some resistance forces that have to be overcome. 
Engine torque on the output drive shaft is transferred to the driving wheels 
trough the gearbox via the differential gear which both has friction losses. These 
losses are in general assumed to be around 5% [20]. Remaining torque that has 
been transferred to the wheels will have to overcome rolling and air resistance 
on the vehicle. If traveling on a road with a gradient there is also a contribution 
from this to the total resistance force. Equation 13 describes the load equation 
for a vehicle where Ftot is the total resistance force on the vehicle, Froll is the 
rolling resistance, Fair is the aerodynamic drag and Fgrad is the climbing 
resistance also called downgrade force [9]. Tests conducted in the USA on a 
long haulage tractor show that driving at a constant speed of 105 km/h (65 mph) 
with 36.3 ton (80000 pounds) GVW, 85 kW of the net power (power delivered 
by the engine on its prop shaft) from the engine is required to overcome 
aerodynamic drag. During the same conditions 51 kW of the net power is 
needed to overcome the rolling resistance, drive train losses is about 9kW and 
15kW is auxiliary loads [20]. These figures are to be seen as general and are 
specific to this vehicle during this test with the surrounding specific parameters. 
Still, they are representative and give a good understanding of the magnitude of 
the resistance forces on a heavy duty vehicle. 

gradairrolltot FFFF ++=  (13) 
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The most common expressions for these resistance forces are shown in 
equations 14 to 16. Table 4.1 describes the symbols in the equations. 

rroll fgmF ⋅⋅=   (14) 

2

2

1
vAcF dair ⋅⋅⋅⋅= ρ  (15) 

)sin(β⋅⋅= gmFgrad   (16) 

 

Table 4.1; Explanation of symbols for equation 14 to 16 

m Vehicle mass kg 

g Gravitational acceleration m/s2 

fr Coefficient of rolling resistance – 

ρ Air density kg/m3 

cd Drag coefficient – 

A Vehicle frontal area m2 

v Vehicle speed m/s 

β Gradient angle ° 

 

4.1.1 Rolling resistance 

Drag coefficient and coefficient of rolling resistance are both vehicle dependant 
and vehicle specific. The coefficient of rolling resistance is mostly or entirely 
depending on the vehicles tires. fr is inversely proportional to the tire radius and 
directly proportional to the level of tire deformation which is depending on the 
vehicle load (the deformation is very dependent on the tire structure, but since 
the report focus is on the vehicle and not the tire itself this is neglected). 
Decreased tire pressure or increased vehicle load or speed will increase the 
value of fr. When driving the vehicle with non straight front wheels there will be 
another force affecting the rolling resistance. This phenomenon is called 
cornering force and will increase the value of fr when the tire is turned. This will 
be neglected further in this report since both the test on the test track and the 
test with chassis dynamometer are done in a straight line (straight tires) and the 
contribution from this is therefore extremely low. 
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4.1.2 Aerodynamic drag 

The aerodynamic drag shown in equation 15 shows that the force is 
proportional to the vehicle projected frontal area, the body’s cd and the vehicle 
speed squared. Drag coefficient cd is depending on how aerodynamic shaped 
the vehicle body is, height of the vehicle from the ground and Reynolds number 
of the airflow from the air around the vehicle [21].  

Cross wind, also called the vehicles yaw angle, will influence the drag 
coefficient essentially. A yaw angle of 15° can under bad conditions increase 
the aerodynamic drag coefficient with a magnitude of up to 40% [21]. Another 
drawback with crosswind is that since the wind comes from the side some of the 
body will be exposed to the wind. Usually only the frontal area is seen as the 
area that is exposed to the wind but with crosswind some of the body will be 
projected as frontal area. This will also contribute to the increased drag force, 
since A in equation 15 enlarge.  

4.1.3 Climbing resistance 

As when running uphill requires more from a sprinter, a vehicle traveling uphill 
will require more power than on a flat road. At the same time it is required less 
when going down hill. Equation 16 shows that the climbing resistance depends 
on vehicle mass, gravitational acceleration and the angle of the inclination of the 
road (road gradient). For small angles the value of sinus of the angle is the 
same as the angle. When performing chassis dynamometer tests the altitude is 
usually not altered in the driving cycles. At least not during common test, even 
thou there is test labs having the possibility to alter the road gradient. 
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4.2 Coast down tests 

The coast down tests conducted within this project was performed at 
Björkvikring, which is an old airfield located about 130 km from Stockholm in 
Sweden. Useable length of the test track is roughly 2 km straight smooth road 
with a gradient of 0.15 % (less then 0.1 ° grading). Due to the surrounding 
topography and nature, the wind direction is almost always in line with the 
runway. A big advantage when correcting the measured data is that when the 
vehicle is driven in back slope there is also head wind and vice-versa. So either 
the vehicle is exposed to negative contribution from wind and road angel or 
otherwise positive. This makes the validation of the surroundings easier.  

All tests were performed in dry conditions and with continuously measured wind 
speed and wind direction at both ends of the test track. Two independent wind 
gauges were used simultaneously; Testo 425 GM and Windy 2. The correlation 
between the two meters was good. All tests were performed at temperatures 
between 12-16 °C and with a wind speed between 0-3 m/s with a direction 
variation of 0-30 °. Recalculated wind speed and direction in order of head and 
tail wind, the contribution had variations from 0-1.5 m/s. Tire pressure was 
controlled before and after the entire test day. Tire temperature was maintained 
at constant level due to no pauses during the tests. The vehicles had a 2 hours 
drive to the test track and can be considered well conditioned. 

The test track had in excess of the long air strip some turns at each end, which 
were excellent for acceleration and retardation. The drivers were instructed to 
safely bring the vehicle to a pre-specified speed, keep it constant and then at 
the start of the measuring point next to the track release the accelerator-pedal 
and put the gearbox in neutral. After that they would steer in a straight line 
along the airstrip and at the end of the track at next mark safely brake, turn 
around and start over. 
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To monitor and store vehicle parameters FMS (Fleet Management System) was 
used [22]. FMS monitor CAN-signals from the ECU and measure exterior 
temperature and has a built in GPS logging equipment. Table 4.2 shows the 
monitored and stored parameters from FMS. Velocity signal from CAN-bus 
protocol was compared to the dynamometer measurement and showed to have 
an accuracy of 99.7 % with a resolution of 1 Hz. The FMS system and its 
accuracy will be further processed in chapter 6.1.4. 

Table 4.2; Monitored parameters by FMS equipment 

 
 

At the coast down tests three different vehicles were used. Two articulated 
buses and one city bus. The vehicle specifications can be seen in Table 4.3. 
The two articulated buses (both vehicles have 3 axis but different number of 
wheels) were tested at curb weight and with 1660 kg (3660 pounds) of cargo 
(roughly 25 % of maximum permitted payload) which is about 23 passengers. 
The two Scania buses have identical front of the vehicle which most likely 
should result in the same aerodynamic drag for both of them. The Scania city 
bus has fewer tires (6 instead of 10 and only two axis) and a reduced weight of 
41 % (loaded) respectively 36 % (unloaded) compared to the articulated Scania. 
To conduct an even more comprehensive analysis of rolling resistance force, 
tire pressure was changed on the city bus. Manufacture specification is tire 
pressure 9 bar which was baseline. A coast down test with tire pressure 7 bar 
was also conducted. Because of the limitations of the length at the runway, two 
start speeds was determined (90 km/h respectively 70 km/h or 80 km/h 
respectively 50 km/h depending on vehicle weight and engine power). The 
coast down test was conducted in both directions 5-10 times at every start 
speed and test set. This resulted in well over one hundred coast down tests 
performed at 3 different vehicles. 
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Table 4.3; Specifications of test objects at coast down test 

Manufacture Scania Scania Volvo
ID number (internal) 5272 6002 6641
Vehicle registration plate TCY 280 XOS 922 XEE 922
Vehicle type City bus Articulated bus Articulated bus
Year model 2003 2006 2005
Length [m] 12,0 18,0 18,7
Height [m] 3,2 3,2 3,3
Width [m] 2,6 2,6 2,6
Gross vehicle weight 17070 24540 24270
Curb weight 11680 18080 17540
Maximum payload 5390 6460 6730
Test weight 12040 18820/ 20480 17820/ 19480
Chassis type CL94UB CL94UA B9S
Fuel Diesel Diesel Diesel
Emission standard Euro III Euro III Euro III
Emission control system Ox. Cat DPF DPF
Gearbox type Automatic Automatic Automatic
Number of doors 1+2+1 1+1+1 1+1+1
Number of wheels 2+4 2+4+4 2+4+2
High/low built chassis L L H
Number of seats 33 60 55
Number of max passengers 77 95 99  
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4.3 Calculations 

Since the coast down tests is not made during ideal conditions, corrections 
must be made for the slope and wind at the runway. To solve this, the vehicle 
and wheel inertia has to be accounted for.  

Result files from the coast down test are in the format velocity per time unit, 
recording frequency is 1 Hz. Figure 4.1 shows the transformed uncorrected 
resistance force versus velocity graph along with the corrected for resistance 
force versus velocity graph, for the Scania city bus. Positive direction is defined 
as tailwind and downhill slope. Negative direction is defined as the opposite, 
headwind and uphill slope.  

To make a full correction of the gradient, a slope dependence rolling resistance 
should be introduced since the normal force is not the same as the gravitation 
of the vehicle at a graded ground. There will be one effective component 
parallel and one orthogonal to the ground. Because of the really low grading at 
the test ground (β<0.1 °) the contribution can be neglected (cos0.1≈1) 

The trend line in figure 4.1-left is an approximation of the mean value between 
the two data sets. At a first glance the trend line looks like a good fit to the data 
since it is fitting well at the beginning and at the end of the measured data.  

When plotting both the corrected and uncorrected values side by side the trend 
line still has a good accuracy to the dataset in the beginning and at the end. 
However, in between the trend line underestimate, see figure 4.1-right. To be 
able to fit a trend line over the entire dataset a polynomial of degree 2 has to be 
applied. As described in chapter 4.1.1 the rolling resistance is speed dependent 
since the tire deformation will vary with different velocities. Instead of describing 
the resistance force on a flat ground as an A*v2+C equation the new equation 
comply as following: A*v 2 +B*v+C. v is the vehicle velocity, A is the 
aerodynamic dependency, C is the static rolling dependency and B is the 
velocity rolling dependency. 
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Figure 4.1: Uncorrected and corrected resistance/velocity graph for the Scania city bus 
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After correcting the time for the measured coast downs and to make sure that 
the traces synchronizes in the graphs, the constants A, B and C can now be 
determined from the trend lines in figure 4.1. This particular vehicle at this coast 
down test got the following constants: 

Newton’s second law:   A=2.95  C=975 

Second degree polynomial:   A=1.8 B=29.8 C=930 

By using the 14 and 15 equations combined with the constants from Newton’s 
second law above, A=Fair and C=Froll, the roll resistance and air resistance 
coefficients can now be calculated. With known air temperature the air density 
can be calculated together with vehicle mass and frontal area: 

Rolling resistance coefficient  fr = 0.0079 

Aerodynamic drag coefficient cd = 0.63 

4.4 Calculation of the angel of inclination of the road grade 

As seen in figure 4.2 the inclination angel of the road grade of the track is about 
the same from the start up to 1600 meters. After that point the inclination angle 
gets reversed and going from a downhill slope to an uphill slope. Since a 
uniformed grade angle is desired when doing coast down tests, only the 0-1400 
meter was used for testing. The sudden change in inclination angle was still 
used as brake and acceleration area.  

Altitude measurements can be inaccurate since the signal has a tendency to 
fluctuate. By using the existing measurements from the over one hundred coast 
down tests no additional altitude measurement had to be done. By dividing the 
test track into 10 X 10 meter squares using GPS coordinates a grid of the test 
track was prepared. By letting an algorithm take all the registered altitudes in 
one square and take the mean value, a very good estimation of the general 
inclination could be made. Figure 4.2 shows the measured road inclination 
angle at the test track at Björkvikring. 
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Figure 4.2: GPS measured road grade at test track. Please notify the scaling, which starts at 30 
meters, this to be able to se the road grade over the entire test track (airfield).  
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4.5 Results 

Tests conducted for this report compare three different vehicles for coast down 
and two different vehicles on chassis dynamometer. For the coast down tests 
two articulated buses from different manufacturers used, along with one city 
bus. The articulated buses were tested empty and with 25 % of maximum 
permitted payload. The two tested Scania buses (one articulated and one city 
bus) come from the OmniLink model program which means they have the 
identical front, are of the same height and use the same kind of tires. The two 
buses differ in vehicle weight, number of axles and number of tires. 

As stated in chapter 4.1.1 the rolling resistance force is strongly depending on 
number of tires due to the tire deformation. Increased number of axles and tires 
should increase the rolling resistance coefficient resulting in an increased rolling 
resistance force, even if normalized to the same vehicle weight. Equation 15 
shows that an increased frontal area will give an increased aerodynamic drag if 
the air resistance coefficient is the same. Larger frontal area will on the other 
hand most likely aggravate the vehicle aerodynamics. 

With these facts stated most likely the city bus should have the lowest rolling 
resistance, followed by the Volvo articulated bus since it compared to the 
Scania articulated bus both have lower weight and fewer tires (both the 
articulated buses have 3 axis but the Scania has ten wheels while the Volvo has 
eight). The aerodynamic drag should be the same for both Scania buses since 
they are equipped with the same front end. However, the velocity dependent 
part of the rolling resistance and the bigger projected frontal area due to side 
wind should increase the aerodynamic drag noticeable for the articulated bus. 
Higher body gives the Volvo bus a larger frontal area which affects the 
aerodynamic drag negatively. Since there is no knowledge about the 
aerodynamic drag coefficient, no speculations about the difference between the 
two articulated buses has been made. Due to similar chassis configuration and 
tire dimensions should the rolling resistance coefficient be comparable. Also the 
aerodynamic drag should be similar since the body’s should be as aerodynamic 
shaped as possible. 
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4.5.1 Buses 

Figure 4.3-left shows the corrected data from the three buses together with the 
calculated resistance forces (empty vehicles). The dimension is not exact 
between the two different vehicles but it is shown that it is more the number of 
tires then the tire width that affect the rolling resistance coefficient. Since the 
vehicles with more tires were heavier than the one with fewer tires, also the 
rolling resistance force increased with the number of tires (weight). Also the 
articulated buses have an extra axis which will have internal friction. 

The full vehicle scale had an accuracy of ±5 kilograms and the weight difference 
between the two articulated buses was 1000 kilograms. Calculated difference in 
rolling resistance for the articulators was 75 N at zero velocity, which is about 1 
% in the rolling resistance coefficient. For the two Scania buses the difference in 
test weight was 56.3 %. If the rolling resistance coefficient would be the same 
for the two vehicles, the rolling resistance should be about the same but that is 
not the case. Rolling resistance force was 37% higher for the articulated than 
for the city bus resulting in a higher rolling resistance coefficient for the smaller 
city bus then for the heavier and bigger articulated bus. This is due to larger tire 
deflection for the smaller bus since each tire holds a load of about 2000 kg 
compared to about 1880 kg for the articulated Scania bus. Table 4.4 show the 
rolling resistance coefficients along with the rolling resistance force for the three 
vehicles. 

Table 4.4; Rolling resistance coefficient and rolling resistance force for three vehicles 

Vehicle Typ Roll resistance coefficient Roll resistance force [N]

Scania Articulated f r  = 0.0069 Fr = 1275

Scania City f r  = 0.0079 Fr = 930

Volvo Articulated f r  = 0.00685 Fr = 1200  
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Figure 4.3: Right: Measured data from coast down test and calculated resistance forces [N] as 

function of velocity [mkm/] 
Left: Resistance force [N] as function of velocity [km/h] expressed in Newton’s Law 
and a second degree polynomial 

Road load force or vehicle resistance shown in figure 4.3-left is polynomial of 
second degree. This means that the rolling resistance has both static and a 
velocity dependency along with the aerodynamic drag. These polynomial 
equations are possible to use in a chassis dynamometer as input data for 
resistance coefficients. When using the JFCM there has to be Newton’s second 
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law with only static rolling resistance and velocity depending aerodynamic drag. 
Figure 4.3-right shows the differences between expressing the resistances in 
ether a second degree polynomial or with Newton’s second law. The equation 
that makes these lines is shown in table 4.5. 

Depending on which equation in table 4.5 that is being used there will be 
different answers to resistance coefficients. The sum of all resistances is more 
or less the same in the beginning and at maximum velocity, 90 km/h. 

When displaying the resistance force in graphs the most accurate lines 
correspond to the measured values on the track is polynomial of second 
degree. But when calculating the resistance forces coefficients the Newton law 
equation will be used to solve cd and fr. 

Table 4.5; Equations for vehicle resistance as function of velocity 

Vehicle Newton’s Polynomial 

Scania City 930+3.4*v2 930+30*v+1.85*v2 

Scania Articulated 1275+3.2*v2 1275+22.17*v+2.28*v2 

Volvo Articulated 1200+2.7*v2 1200+13*v+2.17*v2 
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Figure 4.4: Resistance forces [N] for Scania City Bus as function of velocity [km/h] 

Figure 4.4 show different resistance forces for the Scania City bus based upon 
different calculation methods. The figure show the measured and corrected 
curves using Newton’s Law respectively second degree polynomial 
approximation. If the same test weight and frontal area is used in the JFCM 
simulation program the red and blue curve will appear. In the simulation model 
is it possible to simulate either a truck or a bus using the same input 
parameters. By choosing a bus in the simulation, is the aerodynamic drag 
reduced by 32 %, which is clearly visible in figure 4.4. 
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Knowing the vehicle mass together with frontal area and air temperature at the 
test site a specific cd and fr for all vehicles can be calculated. For the articulated 
buses the coast down tests where performed empty or with 25 % payload. The 
Scania City bus was tested empty and with normal 9 bar tire pressure along 
with a reduced tire pressure, 7 bar.  

All these changes for the buses will only alter the rolling resistance and should 
leave the aerodynamic drag unchanged.  

Since the rolling resistance change with velocity (shown earlier in the report) 
and the reduced tire pressure will increase the tire deformation, will it appear as 
the aerodynamic drag resistance change with tire pressure. But in reality is the 
aerodynamic drag constant and only the static and speed dependent rolling 
resistance (which depend upon the tire deformation) increases. Table 4.6 will 
describe all resistance coefficients along with equations describing the 
resistance forces as function of vehicle velocity, for both Newton law and 
polynomial of second degree equations. 

During the tests there would be some differences in vehicle mass due to fuel 
consumption while driving. This minor source of error can be neglected since 10 
kg of fuel difference during a day for even the smallest City bus would only be 
0.8 % percent difference in mass. Deviations that small is not measurable with 
the used equipment. 

Table 4.6; Resistance forces and resistance coefficients for the coast down tests performed. 

Vehicle Load case Tire pressure   f r   c d Newton's Law Polynomial

Volvo Articulated Curb weight 9Bar 0,00685 0,455 1200 + 2,7*v^2 1200 + 13*v     + 2,17*v^2

Volvo Articulated 25% Payload 9Bar 0,00684 0,455 1310 + 2,7*v^2 1310 + 13*v     + 2,17*v^2

Scania Articulated Curb weight 9Bar 0,00709 0,671 1275 + 3,2*v^2 1275 + 22,17*v + 2,28*v^2

Scania Articulated 25% Payload 9Bar 0,00686 0,671 1380 + 3,2*v^2 1380 + 22,17*v + 2,28*v^2

Scania City Curb weight 9Bar 0,00787 0,671 930  + 3,2*v^2 930  + 30*v      + 1,85*v^2

Scania City Curb weight 7Bar 0,00888 0,713 1050 + 3,4*v^2 1050 + 29,05*v + 1,77*v^2  
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4.5.2 Enhanced Model  

The original version of the Japanese Fuel Consumption Model is limited and it is 
an urgent need to evolve the model to suit the required conditions. Given that 
the driving cycles and vehicle parameters where fixed in the original model, 
those parameters where most important to be able to modify. By not changing 
any of the calculation loops the original calculations was however maintained. A 
lot of work had to be put in to be able to get understanding and insight, in the 
method of calculation and programming loops in the program. The provided 
source code needed a lot of elaboration before they was working in an 
acceptable way [18]. To make sure that the provided source code and program 
distributed on the internet used the same calculations, an exhaustive validation 
work took place. 

During the work there was even further development to the program, this gave a 
deeper knowledge about simulations and coast down.  

4.5.2.1 Modifications 

Since the original program was limited in the usage and in the complex user 
interface, an enhanced version was developed. The enhanced model was 
evolved in three major steps: 

1. Develop a more open simulation tool, where more input parameters 
easily can be changed by the user. Validation work was made to ensure 
that the calculation procedure was intact. 

2. Develop a more user friendly user interface which should be very intuitive 
and very simple in its graphic design (not meaning that the programming 
and development is easy). 

3. Introduce the possibility to simulate emissions from the vehicle at the 
same time as the fuel consumption simulations. 

In the enhanced model it is now possible to alter the driving cycles. Also the 
different vehicle classes described in chapter 3.1 (table 3.1) are possible to 
change or even add further vehicle types. The original model calculated the 
resistance forces from vehicle weight and frontal area, while the enhance model 
can individually choose resistance forces coefficients. Afterwards with the 
specific coefficients and vehicle specification on curb weight, payload, number 
of passengers and frontal area the resistance forces can be calculated for 
theses values. The rolling resistance coefficient and the aerodynamic drag 
coefficient can be changed separately and if just one of the coefficients is 
defined the other one will be calculated as described in chapter 3.1.1 
Resistance Forces. 
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Figure 4.5 show the prototype GUI for the enhanced JFCM. When the files are 
loaded in to the program the new GUI allows a much more logical and simple 
overview of the program. 

The program it self still use the original calculation loops and only the input 
parameters and the graphical user interface is changed. The program also has 
a developed module for emissions. The emission maps is in the same way as 
the EFC-maps based on engine speed and load which generate points with a 
specific emission value. These emission maps also interpolate/extrapolate from 
the existing points to be able to cover all points simulated. The more points 
there is in the emission maps the more accurate will the outcome of the 
simulation be. As mentioned for the EFC-maps, the 13 points in the ESC 
certification cycle are not enough. If only the 13 points ESC would be used the 
result would not be satisfying. 

Since there have been hard to find accurate emission maps for the specific 
engine used in this project there is not enough validation of the emission 
module in the enhanced Japanese Fuel Consumption Model. 

 

 
Figure 4.5: Layout of the prototype for the new GUI for the enhanced Japanese Fuel 

Consumption Model 
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5 CHASSIS-DYNO RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
Twenty HDV chassis dynamometer tests where performed with two different 
vehicles of the same type. To be able to use the coast down figures that have 
been compiled in chapter 4, a City bus as described in chapter 4.3 was used. 
The test vehicle is 12 meter long and has a 230 horse power Euro III engine 
and is equipped with an automatic transmission. Test weight, resistance forces 
(coast down figures), driving cycles and the driver was altered through the 
testing to se how the different input-parameters influence the FC and emissions.  

When a simulation is performed on vehicles and the CO2 is not simulated but 
instead estimated and instead the FC as function of load is used as a in 
parameter. If this is the case an assumption of the correlation between FC and 
CO2 has to be made. During these tests the mean value of the correlation 
between the kilograms of CO2 and fuel consumption where 2.53 kg/liter. This 
number will change with the fuel composition, fuel temperature and the exhaust 
total emission composition. 

5.1.1 Test weight and coast down influences on fuel consumption and emissions 

Tests where performed at AVL MTC, where the test weight of the vehicle was 
changed in three steps for three different driving cycles. These tests show, as 
found in the literature survey, a linear relationship between fuel consumption 
and test weight. The test weight will mostly only affect the rolling resistance 
which is fairly constant over vehicle speed. By increasing the payload weight or 
only the vehicle weight itself will result in a linear increase of power needed to 
propel the vehicle, at any speed. The aerodynamic drag resistance is kept the 
same for all the tests.  

To be able to investigate the aerodynamic drag influence on the FC the next 
parameter to change was the aerodynamic drag for the chassis dynamometer. 
Since the aerodynamic resistance force as function of vehicle velocity will there 
not be linear relationships between the FC and changed aerodynamic 
resistance force. Figure 5.1 show the different coast down curves used during 
the test. 
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Figure 5.1: Resistance force [N] as function of velocity [km/h] for four different coast downs 
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The base line curve is a curve used earlier by AVL MTC (in another project). 

Curve 1 represents a vehicle with almost no aerodynamic drag force. This value 
for aerodynamic drag is not realistic on a real HDV. The curve was chosen so 
an additional low aerodynamic resistance curve could be investigated. 

Curve 2 corresponds to the coast down figures calculated by the JFCM tool, for 
a bus (with the same GVW as the bus used in the base line curve) carrying half 
load. The aerodynamic drag will in curve 2 be almost 1300 N lower at 90 km/h 
compared to the base line curve. 

Curve 3 shows another coast down curve used at AVL MTC which is for a 
smaller bus then the base line curve. This curve has both lower rolling 
resistance coefficient and much lower aerodynamic drag. The lower rolling 
resistance result in lower start value for the resistance force with about 68 N. 
The aerodynamic drag is about 1900 N lower at 90 km/h compared to the base 
line curve. 

With increased aerodynamic drag resistance the FC also increase which could 
be anticipated. Interesting is that for this vehicle during these circumstance and 
the JE05 driving cycle is there very small differences in both FC and emissions 
between curve 1 and curve 3. As can be seen in figure 5.1 is the total 
resistance force reduced from 1600 N for curve 3 to about 1000 N for curve 1 
(aerodynamic drag coefficient is divided by ten if curve 1 and 3 is compared). 
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5.1.2 Driver influence for fuel consumption at a chassis dynamometer test 

This analysis is of influence the drivers behavior on the emissions and FC 
(conducted a chassis dynamometer) is not a complete test series but more to 
see how much driver behavior can change the results. One experienced on-
road driver (driver 2) where chosen together with the normal driver for the 
chassis dynamometer tests (driver 1). Three different cycles with different 
characteristics where selected to get a wide range of results to analyze, FIGE, 
New York Bus Cycle and UDDS cycle. For details about the driving cycles see 
appendix 2. 

Table 5.1; Distance specific emissions and FC for two different drivers 
Liter/10km

Driving cycle Driver CO HC NOx CO2 FC

Driver 1 0,2 0,13 8,3 937 3,80
Driver 2 0,2 0,16 8,5 923 3,73
Driver 1 0,2 0,13 9,4 1010 4,24
Driver 2 0,2 0,13 9,4 1011 4,12

Driver 1 0,7 0,00 27,0 2797 10,19
Driver 2 0,5 0,00 21,6 2043 8,09

Emissions expressed in g/km

JE05

UDDS Cycle

New York Bus Cycle
 

Table 5.1 show the emissions and FC from test carried out. For the JE05 the 
deviation on FC is about 1.7 % in favor driver 2, which is very good. But for the 
much more transient, low speed New York Bus Cycle driving cycle is the 
deviation 20 % in favor for driver 2. If the more on-road driver have a way of 
driving to reduce FC (which correlate with reduced cost for the vehicle owner), 
have the experienced chassis dynamometer driver generally lower emission 
results. Driver 2 has shorter intervals of acceleration and retardation. The 
vehicle is equipped with an automatic transmission and the shifts points can not 
be influenced by the driver in any major extent. Driver 2 which is more 
experienced on-road show generally lower FC than driver 1. But when the 
speed trace is investigated, it can be seen that driver 2 is very bad in following 
the demanded driving pattern. 

5.1.3 Driving cycles influence on fuel consumption and emissions  

As stated several times in the report, the driving cycles or operating conditions 
used, when measuring emissions and FC of heavy duty vehicle has a major 
influence. Especially when comparing results in distance specific unit. The FC 
and emissions is strongly depending on number of stops in the test cycle. The 
number of stops will affect the accelerations of the vehicle, which will affect the 
engine power output and transients of the engine. So it is the proportion of 
transient behavior (start and stops) in a test cycle that strongly affects the 
emissions and the FC. Also increased vehicle speed will increase the power 
need to propel the vehicle due to increased aerodynamic drag. The power 
needed to maintain highway speed can many times be two or three times larger 
then the power needed to drive at rather constant speed in a town. 
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In Table 5.2 emissions and FC is shown in distance specific figures for five 
different driving cycles performed with the City bus. The driver, test weight, road 
load and all other parameters are the same and only the driving cycle has been 
changed. The cycles in the table is ranked from the smoothest high speeded 
cycle, FIGE, down to the cycle with lowest average speed which has the most 
stops and short accelerations, New York Bus Cycle.  

Table 5.2; Distance specific emissions and FC for five different driving cycles performed 
at AVL MTC on a 12 meter city bus. 

Liter/10km
Driving cycle CO HC NOx CO2 FC

FIGE cycle 1,06 0,15 5,89 843 3,32
JE05 0,18 0,13 8,26 937 3,80
UDDS Cycle 0,16 0,13 9,40 1010 4,24
Braunschweig Cycle 0,19 0,17 11,01 1249 5,00
New York Bus Cycle 0,71 0,00 26,98 2797 10,19

Emissions expressed in g/km

 
Usually the NOX and PM are the restricting emissions for diesel engines in on-
road application. HC and CO emissions are usually not a problem for these 
kinds of engines. As can be seen in table 5.2 the distance specific fuel 
consumption and NOX emissions show the same trends and here it can be seen 
that the more fuel being used (or actually more power required to propel the 
vehicle during the more transient driving cycles) the more NOX emissions. This 
is no presumption that can be applied at all situations and here it is more likely 
that the transient behavior affect both the FC and NOX emissions since the 
engine produces more power. 

5.1.4 Accuracy of the FMS-measurements 

The FMS (Fleet Management System) device only records the CAN signals 
provided from the ECU and then send it through GSM standard to a data base. 
With the FMS data base it is possible to calculate FC for different drivers, 
distances, times of the day together with velocity, gear position, brake, and 
throttle pedal position. Used in this project is the velocity, fuel flow expressed in 
liter/second, gear position, engine speed and the GPS positioning signals. The 
accuracy of the CAN signals can always be questioned and therefore a minor 
accuracy test where performed and is only representative for this specific bus. 

GPS position signal is not provided by the CAN signals but from a separately 
installed GPS device and should be really precise. By using GOOGLE Maps the 
GPS trace could be verified and showed to be highly accurate [23]. 

The velocity and fuel flow was examined in the vehicle chassis dynamometer. 
Velocity was monitored by the test beds control system PUMA, while the fuel 
flow was monitored by the fuel flow meter device. The mean value for 
accumulated fuel consumed and driving distance over an entire cycle is being 
reviewed for 14 test cycles ant the mean value error is 1.3 % with a standard 
deviation of 1.7 % for distance specific fuel consumption (DSFC). The more 
stops and lower speeds with many accelerations the larger variations in the fuel 
flow measurement. For the FIGE and JE05 driving cycle, there are very small 
deviations. The test bed PLU values are checked against the carbon balance 
calculated values for the test bed, and there is a very good alignment between 
the two techniques of measure accumulated fuel.  
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Mean values over an entire cycle could be ambiguous. This is the case if one of 
the systems both overestimate some points and underestimate in others the 
result could mask each other. Figure 5.2 show both the trace of velocity and fuel 
flow measured with 1 Hz frequency. Velocity trace has a very good alignment 
between the two curves. There is a little ripple on the test bed signal which is 
confirmed to be due to bad agreement of the frequency between the dyno 
computer and the test bed recording computer. For the fuel flow signals which is 
a more dynamic system there is a delay in the test bed recorded signal with 
about one second compared to the FMS signal which measure directly on the 
fuel system on the vehicle. The delay could also depend on the measuring 
technique and electronics that with the test bed fuel measure device have. 
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Figure 5.2: Fuel flow [liter/second] and vehicle velocity [km/h] as function of time for the JE05 
driving cycle, displaying the differences between the FMS assumption and the real values 
measured by the test bed. 

There is no mechanically connection between the two and the fact that most of 
the throttle pedals today only gives a value to the ECU on desired torque, no 
good correlation were to be found. 
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5.1.5 Simulation results compared to results from chassis dynamometer 

Chassis dynamometer tests where performed at AVL MTC as validation tool for 
the JFCM simulation. Problem when validating the simulation tool and not the 
vehicle nor the driving cycle is that the HDV on the chassis dynamometer will 
act as a dynamic system. The vehicle with its test weight, power train, brakes 
and tire friction is hard to control and the vehicle speed will vary and there for 
can also the out coming test results vary. When a validation is made of the 
simulation tool the speed trace made by the vehicle will be used as input to the 
simulation tool to minimize the error. By this approach the simulation tool will 
simulate the real driving pattern from the vehicle and not exactly the real test 
cycle specified by the certification directives. On the other hand the real test 
cycles will be used as input for the simulations where there is no validation but 
real simulations for the vehicles. 

By using the vehicles real speed trace as reference when simulating the vehicle 
in the enhanced JFCM program the deviations is close to zero. Only when the 
vehicle is not strong enough due to gear selection problem (se chapter 3 for 
more information about SPGM, Simulation Program for Gearshift Motion) there 
can be some deviance from the demanded velocity curve. Figure 5.3 show the 
demanded value (real speed trace from chassis dynamometer) and the 
simulated velocity for the test vehicle for a FIGE test performed at AVL MTC 
along with the real FIGE driving cycle. 
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Figure 5.3: Velocity trace [km/h] from a real FIGE test along with the simulated trace and the 
original FIGE velocity trace. Magnified area show how the velocity could deviate between 
simulated and target velocity. 
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When the velocity is determined to maintain a good accuracy over the entire 
velocity spectrum the next step would be to see the engine speed trace. 
Correlation between vehicle velocity and engine speed is depending on the 
vehicles gear ratio along with final gear ratio and tire size. If all these 
parameters are fixed the engine speed should correlate as well as the velocity 
of the vehicle. Figure 5.4 show the recorded engine speed on the flywheel along 
with the simulated engine speed. The reason for the deviations at the low 
velocities (urban driving 0-600 seconds and rural driving 600-1200 seconds) is 
the fact that the bus is equipped with an automatic transmission gearbox with a 
torque converter with a non fix gear ratio on the first 2 gears. Instead of a fixed 
gear ratio, the gear box has 10.4-3.5:1 for the first gear and 6.7-3.5:1 for the 
second gear. In the simulation model there is no way to implement this 
approach for the automatic gear box, instead the simulation use the fix gear 
ratio of 5.1:1 for first gear and 2.45:1 for second gear. Magnified area in the 
figure show how well the correlation is between the simulated and the real 
recorded engine speeds when driving rather constant and with locked gear ratio 

Since no similar vehicle equipped with a manual gearbox was available for 
texting, no measurements of the efficiency difference between manual and 
torque converter gearboxes have been made. 
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Figure 5.4: Simulated engine speed [rpm] along with the real engine speed from the flywheel. 
For first and second gear a torque converter is being used in the buses transmission which 
leads to the large deviations in engine speed in the beginning of the cycle.  
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5.1.5.1 Simulated fuel consumption 

There is no load cell on the chassis dynamometer at AVL MTC facilities and the 
load signal from CAN signals from the ECU is not validated. There for the fuel 
rate was further investigated. If the engine speed along with the vehicle velocity 
is the same for the simulation and the real performed test the speed and load 
point will be about the same for the two. With correct speed and load points 
between the two the engine efficiency will determine how well the fuel 
consumption will correlate. But as in this application the engine efficiency is 
neglichted since the EFC-maps is instantaneous fuel low as function of engine 
speed and engine load. Figure 5.5 show the recorded fuel rate from the PLU in 
the test cell along with the simulated fuel rate. When the large figure is being 
investigated the both fuel rates seems to correlate well. In the magnified area it 
can be seen that there is some deviations. 

If compared to the deviations in fuel rate in the FMS system, see chapter 5.1.4, 
there is no delay in the signal since the ups and downs is correct. Instead the 
magnitude on some of the peaks and dips is wrong which can be once again be 
deduce from the fact that heavy duty vehicles on a chassis dynamometer are a 
dynamic system. 

The real FC curve has a smoother shape then the simulated. The simulated 
results see each point as a static point and no concern is taken for the real 
transient behaviour when changing speed/load point. Also the PLU fuel 
measurement equipment in the test cell measures the momentary fuel flow 
along with the fact that there are long fuel lines in the test cell. These two facts 
combined makes the real FC smoother and no really abrupt jumps is possible. 
These jumps can be seen in the simulated FC and will be due to both the fact 
that a stationary FC-map is being used and the simulation model only takes the 
speed/load point for each second. Another draw back is that the simulation 
model interpolate/extrapolate from the existing points in the FC-map. 
Depending on which point in the FC-map that is closest to the momentary 
speed/load point at that specific second these abrupt jumps can occur. 
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Generally the simulated momentary value of the FC is well correlated with the 
real FC value. The simulated value will underestimate the FC in the peak 
values. Figure 5.5 show the FC in the unit litre/hour and then the deviations can 
look rather large. But if the unit is converted in to millilitre/second the largest 
deviation is about one millilitre/second. 

As best the total distance specific fuel consumption deviation was 1.3 %. 
Usually the deviation between simulation and real DSFC results was 
somewhere between 1.5-3 % which is well acceptable since the previous 
results showed numbers above 5 %. Once again it can be stated that if the 
engine speed and the vehicle velocity is well correlated and the total fuel flow 
only deviate 1-3 %, the simulations are well accurate. 

Since the vehicle speed is recorded at the chassis dynamometer roll and not in 
the vehicles speedometer the slip angel between the tire and chassis roll can be 
neglected. This as long as the engine speed is well correlated. 
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Figure 5.5: Simulated and measured fuel consumption [Liter/hour] for FIGE test cycle. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
� The modified Japanese Fuel Consumption Model has a very good 

accuracy and show deviations as low as 1.3% for simulated total fuel 
consumption on heavy duty vehicles. 

� The modified Japanese Fuel Consumption Model has a much more user 
friendly graphical user interface which makes the overview and handling 
of the program much easier and more inputparameters can now be 
changed. The program also has an extended emission module. Since the 
lack of good and correct emission maps for the vehicles tested in this 
project no representative simulation results for the emissions is 
presented. If more accurate and extended emission maps would be 
provided from a manufacture this validation would be possible which 
would be very interesting. 

� To be able to perform a precise simulation of a heavy duty vehicle the 
input parameters has to be correct. Since focus has been on the fuel 
consumption, it has been proven in the project that the engine fuel 
consumption maps have to be well extended. 

� To be able to declare distance specific fuel consumption on all heavy 
duty vehicles in the European fleet either a huge chassis dynamometer 
test work has to be lunched to get an accurate measurement. Another 
approach would be full scale vehicle simulation.  

� The procedures used in this report to perform good coast down curves 
have been very successful. The rolling resistance forces correspond well 
with the different test weights applied. Also the change in tire pressure 
corresponds well. Important to point out is that the original Japanese 
Fuel Consumption Model underestimate both the rolling resistance forces 
and the aerodynamic drag force.  

� The Japanese Fuel Consumption Mode has no possibility to simulate 
vehicles with hybrid drive train. 

� During this project no coast down tests where performed at neither trucks 
nor tractors. Tests earlier performed at AVL MTC along with literature 
found in the survey show that the figures for the coast down correspond 
well.  

� Tests performed earlier at AVL MTC show that correlation between 
engine dynamometer certification and chassis dynamometer test results 
not always match. It is therefore of most importance that both fuel 
consumption and emissions should be declared for each heavy duty 
vehicle model, in distance specific figures. 

� As seen in the literature survey it is found that the vehicle weight has a 
linear relationship to the distance specific fuel consumption. The tests 
performed at AVL MTC show the same results. 
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� By reducing the aerodynamic drag force (which is vehicle velocity 
dependent) also the distance specific fuel consumption will be reduced. 
The reduction is heavily dependent on the driving cycle. For example if 
the aerodynamic drag force is reduced from 3500 N to about 1000 N at 
the speed 90 km/h, could the reduction for a certain vehicle driving the 
JE05 cycle be about 20 %. If a driving cycle with an average high speed 
is chosen the reduction would be even larger. The reduction in DSFC is 
here both depending on the aerodynamic drag force along with average 
vehicle speed in the driving cycle. 

� Tests performed at AVL MTC show that the driver behavior can alter the 
distance specific fuel consumption up to 20 %. This is supported by other 
test labs and the survey show that the driver behavior can reduce the 
distance specific fuel consumption with 5-15 %. 

� In the survey it is found that decreased vehicle weight and improved 
aerodynamics of a heavy duty vehicle can reduce distance specific fuel 
consumption with up to 30 .%. 

� If the Fleet Management System (FMS) used in these tests will show to 
be as accurate as it was for the test vehicle in this project, this would be 
a good way to measure real life fuel consumption. The tests on the 
chassis dynamometer have less then 2 % deviation for the distance 
specific fuel consumption when a total mean value for all tests is 
calculated. The FMS system read the CAN signals from the ECU and 
depending on the manufacture the number of parameters and the 
accuracy can vary.  
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9.1  Appendix 1; Specification of vehicles used in Japanese 
Fuel Consumption Model 
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9.2  Appendix 2; Driving cycles 

9.2.1.1 FIGE Cycle 

The following are basic parameters of the cycle:  Urban  Rural  Highway 

Duration: 1800 seconds     600 seconds  600 seconds  600 seconds 
Distance: 29.5 km     3.9 km  11.5 km  14.1 km 
Idle: 3.7 %    11 %  0 %  0% 
Average speed: 51.7 km/h    23.2 km/h  69.2 km/h  84.5 km/h 
Maximum speed: 91.1 km/h    49.9 km/h  86.5 km/h  91.1 km/h 
Stops per km: ~0    ~1  0  0 
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9.2.1.2 New York Bus Cycle 

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 600 seconds 
Total driving distance: 0.99 km  
Idle: 66 % 
Average speed: 5.94 km/h – Average speed without stops: 17.11 km/h  
Maximum speed: 49.56 km/h  
Stops per km: 12.4 
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9.2.1.3 Orange County Bus Cycle 

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 1950 seconds 
Total driving distance: 10.5 km  
Idle: 24 % 
Average speed: 19.9 km/h 
Maximum speed: km/h  
Stops per km: 2.95 
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9.2.1.4 Braunschweig Cycle 

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 1750 seconds 
Total driving distance: 10.9 km  
Idle: 26 % 
Average speed: 22.6 km/h 
Maximum speed: 59 km/h  
Stops per km: 2.65 
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9.2.1.5 HBEFA 9040 Cycle 

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 1200 seconds 
Total driving distance: 5.2 km  
Idle: 23 % 
Average speed: 15.6km/h 
Maximum speed: 47.6km/h  
Stops per km: 3.5 
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9.2.1.6 Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) 

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 1060 seconds 
Total driving distance: 8.91 km  
Idle: 33 % 
Average speed: 30.3 km/h 
Maximum speed: 93.3 km/h  
Stops per km: 1.5 
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9.2.1.7 JE05  

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 1800 seconds 
Total driving distance: 13.9 km  
Idle: 25 % 
Average speed: 27 km/h 
Maximum speed: 87.6 km/h  
Stops per km: ~1 
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9.2.1.8 SORT1  

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 1200 seconds 
Total driving distance: 4.15 km  
Idle: 39 % 
Average speed: 12.2 km/h 
Maximum speed: 40 km/h  
Stops per km: 5.5 
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9.2.1.9 SORT2 

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 1450 seconds 
Total driving distance: 7.4 km  
Idle: 34.5 % 
Average speed: 17.9 km/h 
Maximum speed: 50 km/h  
Stops per km: 3 
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9.2.1.10 SORT3 

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 1740 seconds 
Total driving distance: 11.6 km  
Idle: 24 % 
Average speed: 24 km/h 
Maximum speed: 60 km/h  
Stops per km:  
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9.2.1.11 Tomei Expressway Inter-city driving cycle  

The following are basic parameters of the cycle: 

Duration: 3100seconds 
Total driving distance: 69 km  
Idle: 0 % 
Average speed: 80 km/h 
Maximum speed: 80 km/h  
Stops per km: 0 
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9.3  Appendix 3; NTE regulations & standards 

Following text is retrieved on DieselNet [16]. 

The US EPA has introduced not-to-exceed (NTE) emission limits and testing 
requirements as an additional instrument to make sure that heavy-duty engine 
emissions are controlled over the full range of speed and load combinations 
commonly experienced in use. NTE testing does not involve a specific driving 
cycle of any specific length (mileage or time). Rather, it involves driving of any 
type that could occur within the bounds of the NTE control area, including 
operation under steady-state or transient conditions and under varying ambient 
conditions. Emissions are averaged over a minimum time of thirty seconds and 
then compared to the applicable NTE emission limits. 

The NTE approach establishes a control area (the “NTE zone”) which 
represents engine speeds and loads expected to be encountered in normal 
vehicle operation and use by diesel heavy-duty engines. It consists of the 
following engine speed and load points (Figure APX1): 

1. All engine speeds 15% above the ESC (European Stationary Cycle) 
speeds: 
nlo + 0.15 × (nhi - nlo)  

where: 
nhi - the highest engine speed on the power curve where 70% of the 
maximum engine power is still achievable, 
nlo - the lowest engine speed on the power curve where 50% of the 
maximum engine power is still achievable. 

2. All engine load points greater than or equal to 30% or more of the 
maximum torque value produced by the engine.  

3. All operating speed and load points with brake specific fuel consumption 
(BSFC) values within 5% of the minimum BSFC value of the engine. The 
manufacturer may petition to exclude any of these speed and load points 
where the engine is not expected to operate in normal vehicle operation. 
Engines equipped with drivelines with multi-speed manual transmissions 
or automatic transmissions with a finite number of gears are not subject 
to this requirement.  

4. All speed and load points where the power produced by the engine is 
less than 30% of the maximum power produced by the engine are 
excluded.  
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Figure APX1: Basic NTE Zone 

For Consent Decree engines meeting 2004 EPA standards and subject to NTE 
requirements, a PM carve out zone was defined at high speed and low load. PM 
emissions in this zone did not need to meet NTE requirements (Figure APX2). 

For 2007 and later model year engines, the PM carve out zone was eliminated. 
Instead, a manufacturer can petition the EPA to: 

� have those speed and load points excluded from the NTE zone where 
the engine is not capable of operating and  

� limit the amount of NTE testing in a single region of speed and load 
points if these operating conditions account for less than 5% of all in-use 
operation. This region should be generally elliptical or rectangular in 
shape and share some portion of its boundary with the outside limits of 
the NTE zone. Testing would not constitute more than 5% of the time-
weighted operation in this region.  

 

Figure APX2: NTE Control Area for US 2004 Engines: 

(a) for C less than 2400 rpm; (b) for C greater than 2400 rpm 

(b) (speed A, B, and C is specified trough the ESC cycle) 
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9.4  Appendix 4; Test bed and test equipment – Chassis 
dynamometer 

9.4.1.1 Chassis dynamometer test cell 

The chassis dynamometer is a cradle dynamometer with 515 mm roller 
diameters. The maximum permitted axle load is 13 000 kg. Vehicle inertia is 
simulated by flywheels in steps of 226 kg from 2 500 kg to 20 354 kg. The 
maximum speed is 120 km/h without flywheels and 100 km/h with flywheels. 

Two DC motors, each 200 kW maximum load, and separate control system 
serves as power absorption units. The DC motors and their computer-controlled 
software enable an excellent road load simulation capability. The software sets 
the desired road load curve through an iterative coast down procedure with test 
vehicle on the dynamometer. 

An AVL PUMA computer system is used as a superior test cell computer for 
engine monitoring and also for the measurement and collection of all data 
emanating from the vehicle, emission measurement system and test cell. 

Measuring methods – gaseous emissions 

The sampling- and analyzing equipment are based on full flow dilution systems, 
i.e. the total exhaust is diluted using the CVS (Constant Volume Sampling) 
concept. The total volume of the mixture of exhaust and dilution air is measured 
by a CFV (Critical Flow Venturi) system. For the subsequent collection of 
particulates, a sample of the diluted exhaust is passed to the particulate 
sampling system. The sample is here diluted once more in the secondary 
dilution tunnel, a system referred to as full flow double dilution. 

According to the regulations for steady state tests, the raw exhaust gases are 
sampled for further gaseous analysis before the dilution in the tunnel occurs. 
For transient tests the diluted exhaust gases are both bag sampled and sent for 
further analysis and on-line sampled. Through the CVS system a proportional 
sampling is guaranteed. 

The equipment used for analyzing the gaseous regulated emissions consist of 
double Horiba 9400D systems. Hereby is it possible to measure both diluted 
and raw exhaust emissions on-line simultaneously. The sampling system fulfils 
the requirements of directive 2005/55/EEC and also the U.S. Federal Register 
in terms of sampling probes and heated lines etc. 

Table; Measured components and measurement principles 
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